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Arthur, FartJclla Decline C.omment . 
November 6, 1975 
Vol. 49 /No. Tl 
Ithaca College 
lt.haca . New York 
Staff Claims Fear, Distrust Of Personnel Office 
By P!lul Stern is a fear of intimidation· ruid fear 
of arbitrary dismissal from em-
The staff at Ithaca College ployment. · -
has expressed deep concern over' One senior employee, who, 
problem,s cent~ring around the like other staff · members, re-
Personnel Office of the College. quested his name be withheld 
Staff members have claimed a · fearing reprisal, stated "Every-
fack of trust exists towards the one mistrusts the Office; they .. 
Personnel Office and that there mistrust their motives." A se-
Hend_erson Meets With Staff 
R. James Henderson, who President for Business and Fin-
will be making an evaluation ot ' ance at Agnes Scott College in 
the Ithaca College pe,rsonnel Atlanta, Georgia. Prior to that 
program will. meet with staff be was Whaleas' Vice President 
today iom 4-5:30 in the Cross- for Businss and Finance at 
roads of Egbert Union. Bender- - Newton College and also worked 
son is scheduled to be on campus with Whalen in a similar capacity 
through, Friday, meeting with at Ohio University. 
various 'members of the Ithaca .. _Assistant to the President 
College community regarding Walter Borton, who was at 
the personnel problems of the Newton and Ohio with both 
college. Whalen and Henderson, spoke 
Henderson was called in to hlglily of Henderson. "He is · 
make an objective, unbaised responsible for major modifica-
appraisal of the presonnel situs- tions in the personnel program at 
tion at the. request.of President Ohio University," eaid Borton. 
Whalen. Whalen· referred to him Borton also conunented that 
cond w,9rker added, "They have 
made everyone afraid of their 
jobs." 
The problems originated, it 
seems, on April 1 ·of last year 
when Patrick Arthur was hired 
from Cornell to become · the 
Director of Personnel. According 
to one woman who was.employed 
in the Personnel Office at that 
time, when Arthur was hired 
there was "an entirely different 
atmosphere ... very suddenly it 
turned into a very depressing 
place to work." 
Not one of the office workers 
in the Personnel Office at the 
time of Arthur's hiring last April 
are still employed by, the College. 
Two were layed off on October 21 
for what has been termed "a 
breach of baith." A third resig-
ned from the College earlier this 
week, and thr fourth moved out 
Club Treasurers. 
Take Note 
as an "objective outside consul-· it was Henderson who· got the Student Body Vice-Presi-
tant." perso~el program organized at · dent of Business and Finance Bob 
-~entJ,:Hende~n is-Vice both Ne"Wton and at Agnes Scott. . Wetherhead has announced that 
' ' - ~·; . ,:' . ,_ ...... , .. -clubs.and organizations allocated 
(Photo by: Richard Young) 
Some of the wimier~ in the !Nancy Meyer [DJ who ran 
Ithaca. electwns this past Tues- unopposed for the 4th ward; Ed 
day were, . L._ to r., D'!fUlld C()'ll]ey lDJ, Mayor for ·a third 
Slattery 1I dJ, from the 1st ward; term and James Dennis [D(, 
· · from the 9rd ward. 
money by Student Congress will 
not be able to get their money 
until.the authorized signature of 
the club treasurer is received by 
the Office of the Budget. 
Personnel Office 
Problems in the Personnel 
Office exploded during the past 
two weeks when two women 
from· that office we'!"e "layed off' 
and a third worker resigned this 
week-in protest-over the way the 
matter was handled by the 
administration. 
. Eleanor Whitted and Chris 
· Brown were two employees 
working. out of the Personnel 
Office on April ·1, 1975, the day 
Patrick Arthur came · to Ithaca 
In-I.his Comer -- Na-oc·er Ballard 
_., 
[Photo by: Ian Hanigan] 
Pa trick Art ho r 
of state over the summer. (See 
related story, page 1( 
College receptionist Jeanne 
Truman, who' had also been 
under the supervision and bud-
get of the Personnel Office for 
· the past · several years, was 
transferred t.> the control and 
buriget of Business Services 
effective November 1. 
The two layoffs from within 
the Personnel Office brought the 
problems of staff on campus into 
the open. However it appears to 
have placed fear into the minds 
of the staff. "They can fire any 
one of us :md we can't do .1 thing 
about it. That's part of the 
problem," said one staff member. 
j Another added, "We can be fired any day of-the week." 
The overall condition, which 
has seemed to affect every 
(continued on page 111 
Bromberg .Announced 
As First ·~ajor· ·conc-ert -
_ Bureau of Concerts .has. "·man Sam Milgriin said ... ' 
announced the scheduling of a The concert is _planned for 
dual concert at Ithaep College on Saturday, November 15 at 8:30 
November 15. Leo Kottke arid PM in the Ben Light Gymnasi-
The David Bromberg Band will um. Tickets will be $3.50 for all 
be appearing together, Student Ithaca College students and 
Activities Board (SAB) Chair-. [continuld on page 10) 
College_ as~Director of I:ersonnel. 
"'(He had been working in 
Cornell's Personnel Office.) On 
October 21, both were notified 
their employment had been 
terminated in the form of a 
layoff. ' 
there were no real problems." 
The workers likewise had no 
complaints abo.ut the way the 
office w·as rt1n when Rogers was 
_Director. ""'Everything was 
smooth before Pat Arthur" said 
one of the workers. "Mr. Rogers 
was a very good boss, a very nice 
man." she continued. 
However, when Arthur 
. came to Ith'aca College "things 
became so completely different." 
You knew, said Hurd "He was 
going to make a lot of changes, 
he made that known." · 
..... __ 
Joyce Hurd had _been a 
Personnel_ Office employee for 
three years. In August · after 
finding it "a difficult place.' to 
work" Hurd tried to locate 
another job on campus. She 
applied for and got the position of 
Administrative Assistant to Li-
brarian Leo Rift. She has served 
in that post since September 16. 
Tuesday she tendered her'resig-
.nation saying that her future at 
saysjt's not masculine to CJY· .Ithaca_ College was unsure, "I 
,Miss Ballard divides her · didn't know from one day to the 
At that time Angela Math-
ieson was also working 'in the 
Personnel Office as Interviewer 
and Receptionist. When her 
husband graduated from Cornell 
Law school this summer they 
moved to Connecticut . course into four distinct parts: next whether I would have a 
. "Since it is a minority course 1) How people-extern~Uy-have· positjon in the future." 
and tfte topic has ;been subject.lo- fooked at ho~osexuality an_q.~ One. outside observer who 
tremc,:dous social·contfoversy, I deviant-gender in role identifica- · was aware of what was going on 
hacl a -:difficult. .time convincing lion. •. . ,in the Personnel Office noted, · Connie· Korbel was hired to 
the administration of the va~idity .. 2) .HOVI' homosexuals look at ."He (Pat Arthur) has completely replace Mathieson. She started 
1i'nd the need-for-$1ich·a· course." theniselvesi and .how th~y fti._ei . cleared out the_ office .. ".He put to work the first of August. Ms. 
The ''pr~e,Jing·-,eomment - was about S9Ciety's judgem~nt ~if.:. pressure on all three of them to Mathieson remained for two 
made by Nancer Ballard, an ~C-_ them. · · .. . :-,~-~-· · - - . . · ·. · .leave." weeks to train Korbel but the 
grad~te,and t~e.profe_ssor·ofJh.c:_ _ 3) · AJ.itok at· v3riou·irpie<:es·. . Ms. Hurd agreed, . stating office staff said that was not very. 
CIIS course entitled: . A ~f!'!r~ · of literat!J:re and- poetry selee_t· :_ there was"~ feeling that you had easy. "If you tried to explain 
ent _ t.ildng: P.erspeetfves 'on !on's written ~y-~o,mos_exuals ~d::.: that be really wantea to have you things to her .she would not 
Uoai.cf.&notiopal/Ses.ual·· G.,o w • • about homosexuals;_· The ·fune•.-.: 'out of.the office:" listen." -- · 
tinutu11, · ·i ·• -: . _- · :· . . . , .tion ·ohhis ·section 1i.:.t,rput that-: -·. ·., Arthur has 'declined to com- Ms. Hurd noticed .that when 
···· :rhe c.~u~~- wlµch .:w_ill be as~f:¢.~eirjt~e)'oµiose;,c~al'~-·-'. .m.ent on ihe matter. · · Korbel joined the staff "things 
ofCerecf nexisemestedor the last. : ~sonaliiy b_a~-int<ftheir-whole-. · · - · · ·- :Ms .. Whitted worked for six heeaine even mc;,re unpleasant ... 
time.,: deals .with sexual pr_efer:--:ch,araciter.-· so._:-th·at ·~ they'. will" _ years' in 'the Personnel ·-Of_fice; Korbel had worked for Arthur at 
~i:l_e& _,: a.ri~ _ ,,~st) - , ho~., _gend_er .. hecf!m~· a dis~~c(~~divid,u_al:_· It: · :· "·· :- '.:)lf4oto &y/_i~(!J'~~J. Jlrown· for,. o~e · year. -·Jack Ro- Cornell. _ . _ 
.JdentttytelatestoseJCroles~-.For humanJZeS_.them._. _. ·- ,, . ·.,-;- ~.-·~-: .. · ·gers, .who·was ·Director of Aftertwoweeksonthejob 
> e~1e_: .-.. Me1(~(~r' -~it.:.>' .. ,- ~). 4~ _a~mpt 't9 esta~I~sh_ - . : . Nance'r Ballard Personnel since 1970 and is .now Korbel. was instructed by Ar-
' :~~.~~~~::r,!;1~!~.~-~~'~.x,;_ ~~e.~r , _. _· ,- (~~~~~ ~)~,g~ il':_, .. , _ .. ; ·, >.:<:~;. . . . ..-.. _ _Associate Director_._te~ed the thu!, accor~ing to the three 
.:...;.,.·-· .. ''i;.,·· ..... ,.· 'ii!i''·:.,_,.,_-._'-'iiii--iiii'. :  ..,· .,·· ••• .-... ·.,.·.,-· .. -.· -.·.;;..·· ··-_.,·..;· -~:.,.· -..,-.,·· .,· ,.-.. -!!Ii'··· ,..-__ ._. __ .• -.· .-'!9. ~--__ .. ·•· ,.· .. - ____ ., :.~~rk ,of:the: emp~y~s good... {contpd on page 21 . 
D .. ::.5i:-~f;,i~~<~~-~:i~-~,:;i;'.:'.'.;;~,:~:~>..(~:~~i °:.'":::< -~f/~'.·::·,'.;;~b\.~<~'.~(~cJ._r:··::".-.<.-_-·_··,~-;·~--~\<:-:~-:'.,:.i·;·:~.>-,. ··· , ·, · -·fIHAGA COi.lEGE UBRARl-- .:-· · --
by Fred Raker 
New Employee 
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~- .,. ,.f\ r.\~ \ ,;. ·,~d,ti'.'>'JOVi ,ica,:,.orlil.•)d"f' . • . · r; · . 
~c~tinuedfr~~e~t Two L~r~d- off Fr~m Person·nel Office 
women, to do a re-evalution ·of, ' On September 17 Hurd, on regalar evaluation forms, the~e was-friction bi the office; 
. the offic~ ~taff. No. one in the Whitted, Brown and Jeanne were noticed on Arthur's desk, - and attributed it mostly to 
office was aware they were being Truman, who at that time was . face up. Korbels' attitude toward em-
evaluated, they claim. under the supervision of the . · 1'._he women admitted thel'._ ployees which was termed "ter· 
Ms. Hurd recalls seeing the Personnel Offic,e, were in Ar- saW::ithem and read them. Hurd rible". 
evaluations face up on Korbels thu_r's office for a staff meeting. assi,itned "they'd be brought up In early September Hurd · 
desk but "didn't pay much Korbel and· Arthur. were not in at:t'he meeting," bu~t.hey never says she-made an effort to·-talk ·. 
attention to it then." . She did the office at the time· and it is were. with Arthur about tlie Personnel : 
note that "anyone who walked unclear whether Rogers WI¥> in . The evaluations~ which Kor- Office problems. He didn't want , 
into the front office could have the office or not. It was then that bel is said to have admitted to hear, said Hunt;· he said "I 
seen it." the evaluations, which were not writing, spoke of -the work of know it, I don't care, I don't V(ant : 
:~r························:···········································~,_.. ...... :·.····.················;:··············:=:···;;·········:·:·:~ , =~t ~~~:n. wa?n .. aH~~:·s~~~~ to h~:«t00T!~t. "the office oJi',. 
\;~ f thacan inquirer · tJ · Eleanor (W;liit~d)". ~pecifically September 16 to move to the 
::·: :::: Hurd recalled 1t readmg· "Elea- library so she was no longer · )~: ~=: nor · had avoided assuming any , directly involved in the' events 
:;:: The Question: "Do you think the image projected of :~: responsibility up to this point." following that_ confrontation. 
):~: Ithaca College during Parents Weekend gives you a true :::: Ms. Whitted said she resented Ms. Whitted said1 that on ; 
perspectiv~ of the school?" this a.great deal. She added that October 16 . she went to see· 
Korbel had been on the job for Arthur about some of the office -
only two weeks and was "ques- problems. She stated that there 
tioning my duties." seemed to be a double standard 
by Cindy Schwm:tz 
Mrs. Oscar Yobay, New Hyde 
Park, New York. (Allisol)'s 
mom) "Yes I do, because we saw 
' the Physical Therapy and Psy-
chology department, we saw the 
teaching assistants demonstra-
ting and the heads of the 
departments were explaining it 
all. Of course· WP saw the good 
things hut its the gc•neral course 
of study the kids do during the 
~r: Copied 
,.-, ·~~ ... ·.; 
· :~\' ::, When they were_not discus-
-'-\ }Ii-,· sed . at that meeting, Whitted 
, ~ '. · said she went back to the office 
_:;;.., ,. , that afternoon and photocopied. 
· ·,"".:,,,"ji both her evaluation and Hurds'. 
· . / She said she took this action · 
r:" because "there were remarks I 
' thought were discriminating a-
gainst me personally. I resented 
them. I wanted to be able to 
defend myself." 
. 1, ·/ "I never gave any thought 
Bob Stuart, Sophomo_re, Bus~-
ness. . "I . think_ every P~erits 
Weekend they seem to dress the 
pfa,.;e up a bit. I don't think the 
place is se~n correctly; the 
custodians are filling up holes, 
putting up trees, they plant, 
everyone is out working. The 
trees ·are 'pulled out afterwards." 
.... _•-~--
that there was anything wrong 
with it" said Whitted.. · 
Nothing came of those eval· 
iJations for a long time after this, 
although Whitted remembers 
that they remained face up on 
Arthurs desk for several_ days. 
Meanwhile, the working 
conditio'ns .of the office were 
deteriorating. Ms. Brown said 
as to what l{orhel could do and 
what every one else could. In 
that meeting she told Arthur 
that she had seen and read the 
evaluations Korbel had pre -
pared. By that point Paul 
Farinella, Arthur's. supervi~or, 
had been· made aware of the 
evaluation by another party, 
Whitted detailed. 
The following day, .October 
17, Arthur called Brown and 
Whitted into his office. Arthur, 
it is alleged, was asked if had a 
copy of the evaluation and 
responded that he did not. · In 
fact Hurd said that "He · has 
never been able to come up·with 
them." 
At that point Whitted pro-
. duced her copy of the evaluation. 
She recollects Arthur "was 
shocked, he was upset and 
swore" at the women. Arthur is 
reported as saying it was wrong 
[Photo by: · Ian Hanigan] 
Paul Farinella · 
for them to make a copy of "the 
evaluation." 
It is also alleged Arthur told 
the two women "I'm not running 
a welfare office I'm not going to 
keep you on the _rolls forever", 
implying-they say, they would be 
fired. 
Met With Farinella 
Arthur and Farinella met 
'that afternoon and it was decided 
Whitted and Brown should go 
home for the weekend for what 
was termed "a cooling off 
period." 
Arthur, Farinella, -Brown 
and Whitted _, all met Tuesday 
morning and Whitted said they 
spoke about what could be done 
[continued on page 41 
... Nancer Ballard And A Different Course 
continued from page one 
,;,; · ... , , two spectrums: The first one is 
';-~_; . _ . the relationship of homosexuality 
·-', ;'· i ·:< · · to-heterosexuality. This .includes 
J}i~;/< , . ;~~ .;~;;i:af ~o~~~~/;:;i~::.!~~ 
"'"'-i.~,<} ·. sp~t·lrum looks at ~he r_elation-
, · ·,:. . . \·· _ ._ · ·· ·;- > ship b.etwe~n emot10nahty and 
· .. 1., .- . ..·•··. \L: ':' sexuality (i.e. ~p?rts, where 
·. . . .players are obhv1ous to the 
Jan _Bib1k, .~en:or, Physical· Ed- ·pnvironment outside the play!ng 
ucat10n. No. New plants, field. and all are workmg• 
,-,t•!ts and New York. She is also· cially because of their treatment 
;1 mPmber of the Gay Academic as a minority group. I've been 
Union and has participated in told it will be a long time, if ever, 
g-ay· counsPling-. -1 , _ tbatsuch·a course·will be offered 
"Since I won't beJback n~xt at Ithaca College again." 
semester, the course (which is 
being offered Tuesday /Thursday 
from "3:30 to 5:00) will not be 
taught again. I think it's a 
valuabl_e course for women esµe-
Come May, she hopes to be-
i1ttending graduate school--pre-
ferably Boston University --and, 
after that, she plans to teach and 
to tontinue writing. 
WICB-TV /MDA1Jrunswick Bowl-A-Thon., phony stuff, t~ey g~t out good towards a common goal. 
J.K Plastaras, Hauppauge, New f~. t~ey pam~ ~hmgs. they A Different Liking: Per· 
York. (Thon'las's da~) . "Yes, on don t bothe~ pamtmg .. when ev- spectives 00 Homo-Emotional- . EIGHT · HOURS of Non-Stop -BOWLING from MIDNIGHT 
Parents Weekend it 1s prett~ -~~ls~ is !1round. Sexual ·continuum· is designed FRIDAY (November 14) to8 A. M. SATURDAY (November 15). 
consistent with what we saw at .'< ·.. · : . >' , · , for. nU students . interested -in,. · . ---~ - . : ·. · : "' . · . - · ·_. · . - -· - · . · 
Orientatio_n_. You c1,~ldn't fake .;i:'~-f- ~ ..s---. : ' undrrstandi~g relatiqn!i~ips _ be-, . _. -Mu~uJar _Drstrophy ~.a muscle disease that strikes thousands 
all th(• sm1hng faces.~ : " .(· :'._f ·ck -_ ·1 ween soci~t~lly :ase_ril>ed sex · · an~ sp~s. none. tJ.se· _your muscles to help those who can't. Here's 
Craig MacDonald, Sophomore; ' 
Orama. "I have tQ say that the 
£ood in the cafeteria improved an 
awful lot. hut otherwise it stayed 
the sanll'." 
,' ' r 
. ·· •. --~j ~ mies: individual behavior: sexual ·how:. . . . . . . 
• '• pr1•feren1·e, and genoe·r·identity. ' · . .-·· ·. 
· Those students planning on ENTER THE BOWL-A~Thonl Bowl a_maxinium of30 games in 8 
l'_nt ering professions sucli as hours. Sponsors P!1Y iou monl_'y to bowl. -
soda! work, guidance counseling, 
psytholog_v, ett·., sh!,uld find the SPECTATORS WELCOME! 
t·ourst• quit1• helpful; A~ Miss ' 
Ballard phrased it:- · Please turn in your entry blank by Tuesday{November 11 ·to 
··~im·e homosexuality -is .a· WICB-TV, 'South· Hill Broadcast Center, ·Ithaca, NY. 14850; or 
11 part of ~exuality. if. aids. in the Brunswick Ith~ Bowl, 378 Elmira Road, Ithrum, NY 14850. · 
un<IPrsta.nding of hl'.terq~exual_. , · 
hman J 
. . Soc \ itv.·· A $5.00 entry fee must accompany entry blank, Checks payable 
Debbie Le n, umor, . · , · to Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc. _(MDJ\, .!Qc,).. . . _ :--: _, 
iology. "Yes;· the- College ap- · Career Beginou;igs· ; · · . · · . - · - - : ; :.":: '.,>" -· · _ 
pl'ars to be in ·its truest form. . . . , E~C~ . PARTICIPANT IS TO ,JmCElV.E · A . SPECIAL 
The priorities of· the higher , After b(•giniling ·her career-.~ ·-WICB-TV /MDA_BRVNSWICI( BOWL~A:THON T-SHIRT!.! 
institution of learning are clearly at· IC as a drama· major, Miss··. · ·· · -- · 
shown.hyextemaf appearances/'. Balford d1•1·iried to become in- , AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN·-·rc>'THOSE WHO RAISE THE 
- , volvt•d in a <'reative writing MOST MONEY. 
prol{ram dl•Vist'" through CIIS. 
. 8h1• graduated in three_ 'years. ENTRY BLANK 
and rel'eived her Rarbelor of 
Arts dt•1,rrt•e in that field. name _____________________ '""":" 
: ·?>{: Through · speaking engage-
,..>l:/ men ts at I('. Cornell. Kuka 
}
0?/;?~, College. and Wells_College, s~e addre~s.· ----------------------
, : , .''. 1·0nl"t'ived I hl' idt•a . for he_r 
t·o~rs,•. "In a~, hour lt-l"l Url', ·· she. 
n•asoned. "pt•opll' are not ;1Jl}e to_ ,al{e.-----•'"• 
t"OmprehlcnO tht•·ertir~ situation . ·
0 
• 
phone----~---------
:is ·it presl'rltlr t•xists." In ad~i- .-·.... . , 
rior l:ist foll she spoke at_,.the·.'shoes needed?----·-------siie----- ·.-
\l1•nt.il Health Conft>renl'e--herl\.-:_ · · ~ i · :- , - -
:1l TC--conct'r,ning ,,·om~n and·._-_;:,~ .· i ·· :. : . . . , __ 
,uenta! l\ealili·. , ,_· · ·; .: .,_; · -'l',he :WICB•TV / Brunswi-ck '~Ithaca Bowl· ,Bo~l ... A-Thon. : . 
:-~:·Along with ·writirtg iforth1t·Js · to. b~nelit th'e Wl-CB_;TV Muscular. ·· , 
~Pro~:i?cet~wn,_1Ma~~-LA~vo·- .. Dy~strophy .Tele~hon ~-~n Cable··Cban~-~l ·7 -. 4·PM ·. 
·,·att• .. 'The·Itha<"a Jouroaf, and .. :·· . ,• . . • -
··Thi• ltha<'a··_'.'1t•w Timt-~.': Mi~·. t,~:- Mi:,d~ight, · December- 6 i __ 1975 >:: 
1
-... •• } · 
/! 
\ 
) 
Sheila Datt, Sophol!lore, 'Poli• 
tics; "No, I don't think it's a true 
perspective .. Did you c~eck out 
'the new furniture in the lounge"! 
It will be gone-0n Monday!" 
Mrs. Ju~y Alberts, Suffel"Jl, New 
York. (David"s mom) '"Yes, I 
think so.· My c<>rrtplaint is that 
every teacher tells you 'a differ• 
ent thing. On_.the. whole, I think 
they're doing a ··nice JP.b: com: 
pared to other schools; Tthink 
thPy can fix the dorms.up a.bit.'"_ Halla rd · hits dnne c.-ounselmg' m • . · ·. · · ·. . · · · ·· . · , 
i,:1!riwn ·s 1."entt:'rs in_ .M~s~~l'hl;1:.,. · ' - , _... ., ,· · , :·. ·: .. ,_ ~ i :· .:·/ _ :- __ ... , 
• : • '/: ! ., - - ,,. ' ) : ~., • - / " • ., '. ,,_ 'fl -',,.. , • , (' w:,- " 
' .. ' J -.:· .. 
:-i-, __ :_ -'--~ J .... ~-- - - \ ·,.,...1 
--
, Ex .-Con~ Speak ... The Way Bae-Jc 
,· . 
By Ian Hanigan 
Last night. two ex-convicts· 
spoke before a small crowd in 
Textor Hall on ~he IC campus: . 
Their _1,1tories were similar; so 
similar iJ!. fact that they ·seemed 
to speak for· the hundreds of 
thousands who, like themselves, -
, hay.e spent their lives passing 
from one correctional institution 
to another. ) 
---According to these men, the 
basic ~robJem with the presE!ht 
system is its refusal to . address 
itself· to the causes· of incarcera-
tion • .Rather'· ptjsoners_are insti-
tutionalized and taught to func-
tion within the penal system to 
such -an· extent that they often 
come to reggard prison as home. 
The debilitating conditions 
that exist in our,. prisons, . the 
dehumanization, the atmosphere 
[continued on page 4 J 
" 
-~ort~ne Society Speakers 
[Photo by: Ian Hanigan] 
_P·aren ts Weekend Suctessf ol 
High,hted by yet another 
Bomber football victory, the 
eight~ annual Ithaca College 
Parents' Weekend was held this 
past week~nd. . . 
· 'Despite-mediocre weather, a 
turnout of nearly 2500 parents 
attended such diverse activities 
as performances of Garson Ka-
nin's "Born Yestetday" and a Fall 
Fest in the Crossroads which 
featured free beer and soda and 
the.talents of local musicians. 
The weekend was "one of 
the most cooperative . Par~nts 
Weekends. yet," acco~g to 
Safety · Division · Head -Lou 
Withiam. "It was a fairly quiet 
weekend ... theft and vandalism 
was lower than other weekends 
this year, due to the constant 
presence of parents going in and 
out of dorms." 
Things went smoothly and 
"complaints wer minimal---the 
usual stuff: not enough theatre 
tickets, etc," indicated .Director 
of Alumni Relations, Robert · 
Hults. Hults called the turnout 
"typical, as it tends to be the 
same every year." 
• Withiam termed the crowd 
at Saturday's football game "the 
largest ever to watch a football 
game here at Ithaca College." 
Pre-registration for Spring 76 ends tomorrow. All 
cards, properly signed, must be turned into the 
Registrar's Office by 5 p.m. on Frida:y, November 
7, 1975. (That's tomorrow). Cards received after 
that time will NOT be processed. 
Who's Who: Th~t-Is The Question 
It is that time of year again. 
No, not income tax time; but 
rather the time when college 
students all across the United 
States are selected for admission 
into the infamous WHO'S WHO 
AMONG STUDENTS 'IN A-
MERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
AND ·COLLEGES. 
According to WHO'S WHO, 
only college juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students matriculating 
in a four-year undergraduate 
curriculum "are eligible for no-
mination. . 
Students are evaluated on 
scholastic ability, participation 
and leadership in academic ·and 
extracurricular activities, cit -
izenship and service to one's 
school, 89Q ,potential for future 
. achievement. 
. The procedure 'that is fol- . 
lowed in the- sel~ion process 
consists of .. ·an orderly flow of 
events: · -
In' September, Ithaca -Col-
le~. is asked _- to supply the 
general institution--which, is lo- are worthy of the honor. The 
cated in Tuscaloosa, Alabama-- next step involves a mid-October 
with the number of students for meeting between the academic 
the current year; in turn, WHO'S · representatives and Dean of 
WHO informs IC of how many Students, John Brown. To-
students can be nominated.· gether they review and discuss 
Following that, all academic the list of nominees. 
deans are contacted; they get in At IC, the academic stan-
touch with faculty members. dard is based on a cumulative 
Along with recommendations average of 3.0 and above. There 
from the faculty, the Student have been exceptions, however, 
Affairs Staff contributes the [continued on e· 9) 
names of those whom they feel pag 
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A world-famous, tantalizing modern classic dealing with the 
,nature of illusion and reality--the internationally most popular of 
Luigi Pirandello's three masterworks--is second in the Theatre Series 
offered by the Cornell University Theatre in the Willard Straight 
Theatre. RIGHT YOU ARE (lF YOU THINK YOU ARE), a suspense 
story, will be performed November 13-16 and 20-22 at 8:15 pm. John 
Reich, a visiting director in the Department of Theatre Arts at 
Cornell, will direct the work by Italy's greatest dramatic genius and 
winner of the 1934 Nobel Prize. 
Tickets go on public sale November·6, in the Willard Straight 
Theatre Box Office, open 3-6:00, Mon~ay - Friday. Call (607) 
256-5165 during those hours to make reservations. 
Student teachers who must remain in the dorms during 
Thanksgiving Recess, please contact the Housing Office. Deadline 
date for name submission is November 10, 1975. 
The Office of Campus Activities asks that the College community 
please note the following changes in the Egbert Union check cashing 
hours and limits: 
Monday-Thursday 10:30 am-4 pm $25 limit 
Monday-Thursday 4:00 pm-8 pm $10 limit 
Friday 10:30 am-4 pm $25 limit 
Saturday - 12 noon-6 pm · $25 limit 
Sunday 1:00 pm-6 pm $25 limit 
GREATER ITHACA ACTJVITES CENTER NEEDS: Volunteers to 
read aloud to children and supervise library, on any weekday from 3 
to 5 pm; volunteers to work with arts and crafts group, on any 
weekday from 3 to 5 pm; and a volunteer to assist with a 
woodworking group, on Wed. and Fri. from 3 to 5 pm. 
SOUTH HILL SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteers to work with sn1all 
groups of children in science experiments, music, cooking, , 
woodworking, qr art, on Wednesdays from 12:30 to 1:30 pm. 
RAMP [REPAIR AND MAINTEN~NCE PROJECT) NEEDS: 
Volunteer receptionists to man their office on any weekday morning; 
and volunteers to assist with simple home repair for the elderly and 
low income families, at any time of any day. 
BOYNTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS: A volunteer ·math and 
science tutor to work with a ninth grade student during mid-morning 
hours of any day; and an English and reading tutor to work with a 
seventh grader from Iran during mid-afternoon hours of any day. 
These are just a few of many current calls for voluntary 
assistance. Please call the· Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, 
between 9 am and · 4:30 pm ·on weekdays; or ~ am to 1 pm on 
Saturdays, or call J.C. Community Service, 274-3311, from 9 am to 1 
pm, Tues. and Wed., or noon to 3 pm on Thurs., for an appointment 
le- whatever service interests you. .' 
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH US THIS 
THANKSGIVING 
__ ,.·.'AND GET O.N 
TO A~GOOD:THINGm 
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of students who 
are already on to a_good thing. You leave-when 
you like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed. 
and on time. You'll save money. too. But you 
alread{know that. So share the ride with us on 
weeke·nds. Holidays. Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
Y,iu're due for a big holiday break. ~nd you've got 11. 7 days 
unlimited travel in America and Canada. for S76 ! Now you 
ca11 go home for the holidays and_.enjoy a great travel adven-
ture too. before or after. The All-American A.meripass gives 
you special discounts on hotels, meals. sightseeina. , Only 
Greyhound serves 48 states. Ask about it now. 
"Good thru December 15, 1975. 
GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL· 
710 W; S'l'ATt 272•7930 
Greyhound~ .,· 
More than ever. ~·re in touch with America 
,'.• 
,, 
. 
r-
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Playing ·sv Unf9ir Rules 
' It probably will not be too often that a 
new_spaper editorially advocates breaking the law, 
but this will be once such case. 
This year's juni9rs and seniors are pretty 
much exempt, but f~shmen, sophomores and all . 
future incoming Ithaca College students will 
experience a rather drastic - and archaic - change in ' 
their course scheduling. 
Two weeks ago, Registrar John Stanton 
explained that he had come across someoonditions 
in the state education requirements that Ithaca 
College had not been living up to. Those 
requirements are hardly minor •.. a Bachelor of 
Science degree- Cllildidate m.ust take h~ of his 120 
credits in the Liberal Arts field. A Bachelor of Arts 
degree candidate must take three-fourths of his '120 
credits in Liberal Arts. . 
These requirements were drafted in 1963 and, 
according to the registrar, "need to be updated". 
Also ac<;ording to the registrar, there is no 
four-year college in New York. State without this 
problem. Of course, it isn't really a problem - no 
one in the state department has been enforcing 
them, and no one even cares enough to be working 
on an update. . 
. There is merit, naturally, in having students. 
take courses outside their major to create 
"well-rounded" people. Taking the same amount of 
outside courses as those in the major is a bit stiff, 
especially for people trying to get as much learning 
experinece as they can in a professional school or · 
field. 
· The law in question was drafted in '63, and has 
since been forgotten about for the most part. 
Reasons for its slipping into obscurity were 
attributed to the drastic change in personal morals 
and educational concepts through the late '60's and 
into the early 70's. It has now become a 'blue law'; 
one left on the books that no one bothers to change. 
We can't change them, and the College can't 
change them: That is up to the legislators. We 
can, however, ignore them, .. like everyon~ else. 
Ithaca College has been turning out some pretty 
damn good alumni, and it's foolish to start 
re-structuring the degrees as they were 12 years 
ago. Too many changes have taken place in 
education, in pepple. Suffice it to say _that Ithaca 
College offers people the opportunity -for a good 
education; it is up to the students to take it from 
·. there. 
---------------· 
~t-tmtit\ ~it{a~t 
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lne·xcrew sable ·Mistake 
. 
To The Editor: . 
Having been a member of 
the W(?men's varsity crew this 
year and last, I have learned to 
exp~ct almost no coverage from 
the Ithacan ·on -any men's or 
women's-regatta's. at this Col-
lege. Truthfully, I did not really 
expect. to see any coverage on 
women's crew last year, as at 
that time we were not recognized 
as a club b;y Student Congress or 
a tP,am by the physical education 
department. This has changed 
and we are now recognized as a 
club, even though we compete- as 
a \l'arsity and junior yarsity team 
on the inter-collegiate level. 
As I stated earlier, we did 
not expect cov~rage last year, 
but this year you have commit-
ted a gross injustice to the men's 
and women's crew. On October 
. . 
26th, over 45 ~t~aca~ollege ~iln _ rest ·of the .College community, 
and women competed in the_. wonder about the validity and 
larg~st and most prestegious~ completeness of the other issues 
"Head of th!!- Charles" regatta on . -and events -covered by your 
the Charles River in Boston. Y o'u paper. · . _ 
failed to.even make a mention,· ·· Isn't _ the purpose of,_ a 
-much less write a small -article, . College' . paper_· 'to -keep the 
on_ such· an important event. ·. · stu~ents · infonfied of.; t~gs- on 
In order to row,. ·much less · and off campus? . · . · · , 
row well, involves a great deal of ~. l . think I have. -~de niy._ 
practice, de~rminatjon, and - point, and b~ause of that fact, I 
dedication. OJlY.iously women's realize that this will most likely· 
crew at Ithaca College ·Jias . this not be· p_rinted (you may take 
and much·more, as we finished thatasadare,,ifyou-wish), but I 
11th out of 40 boats, in front of do ask that you read this with an 
over 50,000 spectators. . This op.en mind and admit -your 
11th place recognized us as the mistake- to the college 
top placing college.team;_ .. And community. · 
this deserves not even a para-
graph on the sports page? Y-0ur · 
priorities are nothing less than 
incredibly screwed-up.· 
Such an inexcusable blunder 
also makes me, and I'm sure the 
·. Signed 
-
LaurieCreelman 
Women's Varsity Crew 
'74-~5. "15-'75" 
Ringing Your Chimes 
To- the Editor: County at_ 2 pm, July 4, 1976. ton House, Ithaca, 273-8284: 
Tl).e Commission needs help 
identifying all-buildings contain-
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cuyler Page __ ing bells. Will anyone knowing. 
and the Tompkins County Bicen- of a· school, church~- public BicentennialCommission 
tennial Commission are arrang- building. etc. having bells please 
ing _for simultaneous ringing of notify the - Tompkins County 
all bells throughout Tompkins Bicentennial Commissipn, Clin-
Letters to the Editor must be typed, 
double-spaced, 'no longer than one and 011e-hal.f 
pages and ·submi!ted to our office by 4 pm 
Tuesdays preceding Thursday publication. All 
letter~ must be sig71:ed and should include 
telephone and centrex number of author (s). _ 
Names CAN be withhef.d· upon 'request, but 
letters that are not signed will not be printed. 
( ) 
This space will be reserved each week for are limited to no more that · two typed, 
'Your Space' ... a chanc_e for you ~o say something. double-spaced pages, and must be submitted by 4 
any _w~y. you w011M. like to say ·~· Almost. No pm Tuesday preceding Thursday publication. This 
obscenities, please, and. the artu:le · must be of space will be made avail.able as often as there are 
interest to the general. College community. -E_ssays comments. _ · - · 
-- None Submitted 
. -
; : _ ... . Tw'!_Layed- off In Pe~onnet Office_ -~ 
concerning this p_~oblem. She inen had done nothing that she Darrow has said "no action will ' 
· said that a transfer and termina-'-.. hadn't also done; so why was she., ·be ta!ten at-this. time." 
t(on were discussed as alterna- being treated differently. She Having waited over · a full -
t~ves. was told by Farinella "This is week for a response eithe"." from 
Ms. Whitted recalled Arthur going to take a lot of thought:".. Farinella or Darrow; Hurd de-
telephon~ her at home later . Farinella has.declined com-- cided to take the matter into her 
that night arid in h1s words said ment on this issue. ' , -.own· hands. . 
he was "terminating your em- Rift, her supervisor, then· · She· said she has been 
ployment with the College as a went to_ see Provost .Frank _ "awaiting a decision; it's unfair to 
layoff:" _He added that she would ... -Darro~. to ge~ a ··c1arification ask m~ to-function normally and 
be ehgible for_ unempl~yment, from him on where Hurd stands; efficiently under . these condi-
which he is reported to have said whether she would be termin~. ticins" and tendered her resigna-
the College would not-contest." ated or allowed to remain. -. tion from Ithaca College. 
Arthur alsQ told her of her right · 
to file-a grievance. _ 
, - .. ~Ex-Convicts Sp~(lk---· Ms. Whitted later requested 
Arthur give-her a letter put~ing 
in writing the reason for dismis- -of tension and f~~. none of these direction.·-_ · .. 
sal. She said. he told her "If l apparently offer any hµidrance. The!meth"ods _introdtic.Af by 
have to put this in writing it'll ~ anyone who ~as been through the goV:~rnment to rectify this 
make it harder for you." 1t beforE:,- The ~e that eonvic~ ___ si~uation have been generally 
She did not file a grievance spend m pr1SOn · very soon inefficient. In a question-and-an-
because she was scared. . "I becomes immaterial !O theqi. . s_w~r . period some of these 
·wondered if tt would jeopardize .. . The popular pr_ison axiom, meth~s were discussed. Among 
my unemployment" she said. "I .,Sue 1!10nths? Hell, I~ do th_at _ -the __ more blatant e~amples of 
wasn't.'sure if fd be penalized standing-on my head expresses -government; ineffectualiity dis-
any further." -- ··. . ~h~ gene~al cons~ri~us with part·-'. cussed were the following:. _, -
_ Ms. Brown said. sht> did 1ctilar p,;ngnancy~~ .- _ , The -parole_ system .. As -it 
nothing beca11se "I knew it 1:~~ · :fortune . S~iety, an . exists! is tremendously. self-de-
-,wouldn't do any good." She did association run b~ ~x-~nv_i~ts · !eating. Parole officers:are gen-
say that at· ~n~ point ~h~ called _ . who- have m~de. it· m soc1et)'.. · ~raly -poli~ first - and social 
_ Depu~y -Judicial Ad~1rustrator -(~any -of which have don~ so,_ -~l'~ers second. For tb~ reason, 
Ma~gie Sutton to,, see what. :-'!'Ith,. the ~elp of _the ~ety) ·-tbey-,can·not achieYe tlie degree' -
actt?~ I could take under tb·e :'~<ldies1ies-.1fse~-to-th,rca~se~-~f _ ·of_ trust ~~at_ ihey. must in o~de!:_ · 
Judicial Code, but that her-phone :mc~erat.10~ . ..:Most of tlie· peo- 'to.re_habilitate the ex-convic.t~.In 
~~- ~~ _interupte? by .Art~l:lf· ... pie in P.~n.today shouldn't be,"_. some ·:·mstaiicesf'parole----officers-
asl<mg her to come mto his office m the. opinion· of the-' Fortune · -will workniore in tlie direction-of 
. f?r a meeting. ~ociety.- Instead. ttiey_·sho_µld:be, · ~t~:.ihe:convict to.jail. -. ~ 
: ·mstru~d to function witbµi· the·. - . · The~ :lac~ :·or-· an effective· 
.BurdO~je_cts _ . . . outsjde world.. .:. · .. ·': . ~. ·~comprebensive. coun_se~g pro: 
·. ~- · - · . · _ · · _ M!Ply pnsoner~ . are .there -· gram isJelt to be in~trumentalin · 
. 
- I 
Afte~}earning of.~ layoff~, :.simply ~u~~ :th!Y: are. under - ret~rnirig ~lie 'e,c:oo~.- to P.~n;\ .' _ 
Hurd said she. · went to , see educated, underskilled and· be-- -- , ·, . · .. : : . · · ... ·; · :, .. ,. -.-. , · ,. . . . _. 
., :: - Farinella" clai~ing.,tb~t ,the: Wfl; , ·-cause· of .this, .Jell(f ·1lii~s .without-/ --~- .. · _:{cof:itin~e;f~~i:!~L~; · :~r '_ 
. • ' • • • . ' ', I •• ' • •: I • _, 
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-, Bil( Brother -Big Sister - ... ,~. -. ~ .... 
by Cindy Schwartz 
The Big Brother-Big Sister 
Program was tormed in Tomp-
kins County in 1973 as a: means of 
offering youngsters an opportun· 
ity for further growth and 
development througli friendship 
on a one to one basis •. 
A group -0f male Cornell 
students became interested in 
the idea of becoming Big Broth-
ers to needy youngsters in 1969. 
They fought through 'much red 
tape, and eventually the, Social 
Planning Council, a branch of 
United Way became interested 
in the program. Several corpor-
ations. applied to become the 
organizer of the program, and 
eventually the Economic Oppor-
tunity Corporation (E.0.C.) was 
chosen. · 
There are no income guide-
lines set for a youngster to 
become a little brother or sister. 
The only guidelines are that the 
youngster be from seven to 
fifteen years old, and need or 
want the friendship, affection, 
advice and guidance, of a mature 
person. "What they really want 
- is a friend. They are lonely kids 
who just want someone to talk 
to", said Audrey Fields, Director 
"Someone To Talk To'9 
One third of the volunteers with the rest coming from the 
are from the l<ical community, Ithaca College and Cornell camp-
of the Tompkins · County Big us. · Audrey Fields cited several 
Brother-Big Sister Program. reasons for college students to 
The majority of youngsters ' get involved in the program. 
come from one-parent families. "When you're on campus, you 
In some cases the parent ha'.,' see everyone of basically the 
many cltj.ldren and is also em- same age. '-You forget about 
ployed, so they have little time to what the rest of the world is 
spend with each individual child. like." She humorously added, "If 
Most of the children are referred you have .... a kid, you have an 
to the program from profession~ excuse to go out and do some-
ats in the school system, parents, thing you might otherwise feel 
and social workers. They are funny doing. You have an excuse 
often quiet children who need to act like a ten year old." 
more individual time spent with Sherry Steup, a senior at 
them, or mischevious children I.C. majoring in Physical Educa-
who might have gotten_in- trouble tion has this to say about the 
and need special attention. program, "I've been in it three 
The program is basicallyone years, and I think it's really 
of recreation, where the volun- good. You spend time with your 
teer and child spend several Little Sister each week, just 
hours together at least once a doing things that maybe no one 
week in some form of sports, else has time to do with them. 
going places, or just sitting and Often, they just want to talk." 
talking. -The Big Brother-Big Sister 
There are currently · 170 Program is always seekin~g vol-
active matches in the Big Broth- unteers. Those interested in 
er-Big Sister Program, with · volunteering ,should contact 
slightly more than half of them Audrey Fields at 273-8816 or 
being female matches. There is a should stop by at the Greater 
long waiting list of youngsters Ithaca Activities Center at 318 
waiting to be matched, as there North Albany Sti:eet. 
are 45 boys and 8 girls currently 
on the list. 
This W eeke:1td Att: 
Thee Cli@ssr®acdl® 
FRIDAY NIGHT: 
Susan Ring, folk singer ... also, plays guitar and piano ... has 
performed at Crossroads, in the p~t ... music influenced by Crosby, 
Stills, and Nash and JQanie Mitchell ... 9pm - 12 midnite ... Admission 
free. 
SUNDAY NIGHT: 
Loki/Shepard, contemporary acoustic-rock music ... pe,rformed 
with "Desperado" three weeks ago in Crossroads ... music influenced 
by the Kinks, Jimmie Cliff, and Donovan ... 9 pm - 12 
midnite ... Admission free. 
NEXT WEEK: 
Sunday, November 16 ... Donna Herb 
Wednesday, November 19 ... "0M" 
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PLEASE TAKE NOTE!· 
next issue of THE ITHACAIM 
os ithe Hast before wacatocir1lm 
Adveriising Ariicles9 1Lelttetr$9 
CHassifieds deadlinee1aaa 
Vuesday5J 5 PM 
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PIRROS 
(ITHACA'S FIRST PIZZERIA) 
OPEN DAIi-Y SUN 1 PM 
11 AM- 2 AM · Ice Cold Beer: TIL 2 AM 
404 W. STATE ST. 
~ 272-1950 ~ 
r~-rANN9UNCl~G:~ 
lhe ithaca area's largest pu:za ~ 
the new- 32 piece ; 
Q 
~ Q PARTY TIME PIZZA Sl 0 
INSURANCE 
uyouR PROTECTION. -
·ouR PR"OFESSION" 
BR~KERS · 
ROBERTS. BOOTHROYD 
· ·, · .,. ···~·-······.Class of '24 
ROBERTL.BOOTHROYD 
. · _ -_-_ ······~····~Ja.s•of'80 
HENRY G. KEYSER -
· · · · · ············Class of '52 
WiLLIAM.~JNN·;,. - - CL U 
.I :.- •••••••••••••• 
ROBERTLBOOTHROYD 
. >: - --AQENCY;INC. . .-
.. , "W• Welcome Yout Inquiry" 
_ ~.312East Seiiec;a,.fthaca, N. Y. 
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~ ontc,usively from Pinro's Pizza alt Dow ~ 
pricee. $.$.~5: _plus tax . i 
~FREEPIZZADELIVERW lbTD. ~ 
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Fina11y, It's Here! 
',, 
· Aher much acclaim and months of production 
H>elta Kapp~'s 
"Staff/ F:aculty- / SiudelTDU 
DIRECTORY" now in it!> Zilh vear. 
Directed bv J.P. Mar Lano 
"11'lagnificent readirug materiaiB" 
Gene Shellu'I 
"The best pulb!ication D'ue euerr seen." 
Rox Reid 
"A masterpiece. •• siB'llt3Jglf wondleriuD.'' 
No!,eweeh 
"Seeing itis believin~ ••• " 
The Wa!ihlown Post 
Thursday 'and ~riday, Nov.13!1 11&J 
·: Mol'.I., Tue~., Wed., Nov.17, 18, 19 • 
Hours: 9am to 4pm daily 
Egbert Union Lobb~. Bring I.D .. Cards 
(.opie, arr nallnhlr lor 1bo" ~ho did nol prrordrr 
lo~ a rn,r,ol SI'". a, loo,: a, 1hr ,upph la,I\. 
•',' 
Movies in Review 
(SLet9s Do It 
m,... •s, W-tb~ 
~samn 00~ · ruy Q 
. by Darryln Searle 
The Sting has returned to Ithaca, 
only this time Sidney Poitier and Bill 
Cosby are the good-guy crooks, and it's 
not likely that this film will be an 
Oscar-winner. 
' ~ '•)' . 
·:· ,_'":" 
'~. • I 
/ . " . ,,. 
JPhoto by Rick Young 1 
. He stands a~ut _5'11" with brown s~tion, of course, ·was WICB, where he. late Rod Serling. · ·He also ·impersonates 
~air and eres, and 1s a ~harp dresser .. He managed to obtain a music prograiq disc jockeys Ve.rnon .. with a V", Wolfman 
· IS m~stal~c, conversational, resp!)nS1ble, Tuesday evenings. Scott taped' every"·Jack and CKLW Radio's "Super Max." 
and exper1e~ced at what he does. H~ used word he said over the air,· selected the · Scott's wide range of musical prefer-
to ~ound bke a c~os~ bet~een Alvm t~e tape he thought to be best, ;md_ sutimitted ence emerges from both his _personal 
Ch1pmun~ and M1nme R1pe~n. He IS it to VOX. He got the job. ! memories and his.open-minded ear. }le 
Scott_ Fis~er, the _Tu~sday/Thursday... · During his sophomore summer, hei won't always play the records that are 
mo:m~g. air personahty on AM Ithaca, would leave his·· -home !lt 8:15 each most commonly_pyiyed to deatn over the 
which 1s broadc3:>t on_ both 'YICB AM and morning, drive to a train station in New airwav~s. Instead, he'll use slightly 
FM. He keeps his voice gomg Saturdays_ Rochelle~ and !ake an 8:45 train to CBS in lesser-known recordings of · tne same . 
by Robert I~ Buchmann 
also, from 10am-2pm on 91 ICB (FM). New York City .. When the five .PM tone artists to ·enlighten the· memories of his 
It all. s~rted four _years ago, at age echoed throughout the monitor speakers audience. It is his belief that if someone 
17, for WIiham Scott Fis~~:· He to!d the at CBS, he would be off to catch 'the 5:18, hears a record that he or she grew UJ> 
man_ag~~en~ of y~ur basic F~ank Smatra back to-New Rochelle to do his program on· with, that might today be considered 
s~ation m his native Greenwich, ~nnec- WVOX. He wasn't too busy... "Bubblegummy", that record will not be 
tlcu~, that he was capab_Ie of running an . Currently, Scott is a personality who' discarded as such by that listener. 
Trying to pass itself off as a slick 
llick, Let's Do It Again offers amateur 
pranks, predictable dialogue ,md trite 
humor. This movie proves once again that 
a star-studded cast does not necessarily 
mean a quality film. In addition to· a cast 
of thousands (Poitier, Cosby, Denise 
"Room 222" Nicholas, John Amos, and 
Jimmy "Dyn-o-mitt-" Walker), Let's Do It 
Again boasts a Curtis Mayfield musical 
score su!!g by the Staple Singers, and the 
directorial effort of the talented Mr. 
Poitier. So, .what went wrong'? My guess 
is that in an effort to acquire mass appeal, 
the filmmakers sacrificed characterization 
and creativity for loud music an·a hokey 
stunts. 
Briefly, the plot (of this sequel to 
Uptown Saturday Night) revolves around 
a·milkman (Poitier), and a factory worker 
(Cosby) who want to raise money for their 
organization: Unable to raise it, they 
resort to , a shady scheme involving 
championship boxing matches, New Or-
leans' two most lucrative bookies, hypno-
sis, and thousands of dollars. They weasel 
in and out of tight spots and (despite all 
their humbling), manage to outsmart 
everyone. 
au~io control cons~le, an instrument alJo~t. enJoys a close identificati~n with -1iis Scott is not 100 percent radio-oriented 
wh1~h he knew httle. It w11s on this audience. He knows that he is no (99 percent, maybe).· He is a deep-<!,_own 
station, _WGCH, that Scott truly learned exception to the slogan which tells of- all -Mets fan, and considers himself a baseball 
wher~ his heart ~as. ~ater, he _found out _me'! making mistakes, especially during, historian. He is very. proud of his 
that 1t was also m ra?10. the early morning hours. It isn't rare to collection of some sixty autographs of 
On .a more serious level, he then hear ·him positively reassure ·both himself baseball Hall·of-Famers, and attends the 
approa~hed Ithaca . College with m~ch and his listeners by saying, "Ohhh, does annual Cooperstown Hall ·of Fame cere-
~nthus1asm conc~rmng the broadcastmg anybody really care at this hour?" in his monies religiously. His nostalgic tenden-
mdustry and with much of w~at he typic~ly lively tone. Even though the cies also make him proud of his front-page 
learned at. ~fCH. Back the~, with the mormng show is "the hardest to be clipping of a New York Times issue on 
bulk of h_1s interests centermg around consistent on," with an extra effort, he which there is an autographed photograph_ 
sportscastmg, he started on WGCH as a can prepare his audience to face another of the three Apollo 11 astronauts who 
baseball play-by-play announc~r. He w~ day. made the moon landing in·l969. He skis, 
The biggest disappointment of the 
film is Poitier. His one-dimensional 
character could have been acted by any 
hit player; the part doesn't ,demand a 
person of Poitier'.s stature or acting 
ability. We're used to seeing Bill Cosby as 
the comic yet superficial figure, hut to see 
Poitier as his goofy sidekick is demeaning~ 
This is quite a step down from Poitier's 
memorable performances in Patch of Blue, 
To Sir with l,ove,-and 'Guess Who's 
Coming to Dinner. 
Granted, not every film must be a 
work of art with a deeply moving message 
to convey. I am of the opinion that a film 
<'an he valid solely on the basis of its 
enll'rlainmenl value. However, Let's Do 
It Again misses the mark on this score as 
wt•II. A very average film, it's not one of 
the industry's best efforts. To sum it up: 
l,et's Do It Again? Let's not. 
kno~n to ~eep the att~nbon ~f his "I don't' think 'the audience is swims ... an~ it would be best to stop the 
audience during the less-active portions of interested in-humor, per se, " he says. I list there. • . 
the ball game by saying things like, "They'.re interested in someone who's William Scott Fisher has been an air 
-------:-- -------, on perky ... they're too tired to slap their personality at.WICB for.three years-now, 
second ~ase, 1s from Hempstead. I knees in an uproar of laughter at that and has had his share of man_agerial 
wonder tf he knows -----.-- hour." H~s philosophy rules that being responsibilities. Upon leaving Ithaca 
-------, now at ~at, who 1s a!~o humorous m fme, but that a personality's College in the spring of this upcoming 
from_Hempstead. the third base coach 1s top priQrity should be based upori an year, Scott may just remain the disc 
kee~mg himself busy now. Cl~udy day eJ!haustless attitude. . · __ jockey who innocently ~ays, after listen-
~utside today ... on~.of the clouds 1s shaped Scott:s "perkiness"· is complemented ing iii" -awe to a beautiful' selection by 
hke a ba~ketball. ·; _ by a talent he possesses which amazes Barbra Streisand.''Wow •.. what a PIECE!'. 
Durmg Scott s freshman _summer, he man:r !l- person: .. his impressions. His That is only for a while, though;_ he hopes 
wor~ed for Loµ Adler :at CBS m New York favorite "is the one that fits the moment", eventually to become a: program director 
servmg as a c~rdmator for summer and . he has a vast selectiqn that he's or general manager ~y profession. Jobs 
feature _programn:_u~g there. Soon afte~, capable of executing in a nearly flawless as prominent as these are only acquired 
. he put m an auditio!l tape at WVOX m style. Among his many are : Ed Sullivan, through hard work, personal talent, and 
!:l'ew ~belle, applym?' as a ne~scaster ... Jack Benny, Richard Nixon,' Nelson on-the-job experiei;iee. However, · in 
i The idea of ,?em_g ~ Jock horrified ~e.: Rockefeller.,.... Lyndon Johnson, Paul seeing what Scott Fisher has done in four says Scott. I didn t kn~w my music. Lynde, Hubert Humph,rey, Mr. Magoo, short years ("I just got here!"), his goals However, he . figured he d better learn Howard Cosell, Alfred Hitchcock, and the don't seem too {ar off-base. soon when a big wheel at VOX asked him · for a music tape. ·· · · · · 
. ~ this note (literal!y), he decided it Women"s F1·1ms The Women's,Film' Series, sponsored "ointl 
Just ~1ght be safer learnmg the ropes at a by the Education, Sociology, Humanitie! an~ 
statlOI) then smaller than vox. That To Be Shown S~iences, and CIIS departments cir Ithaca College, 
will present two films this Mon~ay night Jn the-r------------------------11 M·ondau. ~ross.ro_ad~ at ~.:oo pm. Th? fi~st feature wm be 
c.a,a S S Jf Mens Lives, an examination of American ITHACA TRAVEL AY7 CA I mas('u!inity and its effects on individuals and 
iiet~s You Go To 
MIAMI 
Jan. 2, 1976~ Jan;ll, 1976 
FOR ONL V .$63. 
Luxurious Accomodations 
Available asAow as $69. 
at Miami Beach's 
MARCO POLO HOTEL 
_ NYC-MIAMI Round flip via 
Deluxe Motor Coach 
•l 
aaoLD •· ••• society. Following "Men's Lives" is "Make'Out," a 
'- short about the thoughts of a teenage girl while 
DlscoUdPrlces "parking." This program is free and open-to the 
public. . . 
*Groceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies • Ice 
U_NfflD Cl.AD 
122"N. Aurora St. · 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. 
. U .. N USUA:L:--__ GI.FTS 
the · iron sh·o,,- .--
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
QUELQUES SPECIALITES 
' . 
.... TERRINE DE f:OIE GRAS,T-RUFFE 
ESCARGOTS DE BOURGOGNE : 
SAUOISSON A L'AIL 
ONION SOUP .GRATINEE OR ·v,cHYSSOlSE· 
TOURNEDOS BEARNAISE 
., DUCKLING FLAMBE·. 
-~E_Ai..._Lo,:,( ~°:-~--:~,~:PAP!~~?!~-·. _·_: .. .- . ~~. . ·.· 
272· 5101 
-
. ·' 
RACK OF LAMB PERSILLE ·· ... _ _. · · · ~' '· ... :,; .. -~ .· 
.. :·_::,_ · ..... · -.. ~ · . :-· ·:-. . :.;_ , ·;:.,.··· .. " , ·, · ... 1l52 DANS.Y ROAD.··. -:, , 
, I 
277-3534 RAINBOW. TROUT AU VIN ·ROUGE/.·· . . · -~ ·.': . . · .. -,.:,,-:- · .;· ·'" · --. 
·:: · · · · ~ - · ·· - · · · ·. · ·. ·· ·.. · . ·,.-. 27r3464 · ·. ,·.,.. · · · ~ : ~. 
0ES$~~T Trt~~~~ ·,: , · . .' -:,':", .:.-~> ', :, :; ~: .i·-. \( .'~ '. ·. :\.}:·.,, '• : ··. · .• 
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, by.Jay Bobbin 
Brian's,Song'is· well-known as an ode to two 
special nien _ who liv~d ~h'eir. liv~s as- football 
players. _Bang the Drum 8_1owly takes, the same 
the~e and appli~~it to the sport of baseball. In this 
film, a third-string outfielder learned .that he is 
dying of Hodgkin's disease. ,The team's ace pitchei: 
befriends him, and the film tells of their 
relationship-during their last season togeth~~. 
Rob'ert--DeNiro -(who won great acclaim in The 
Godfather, Part BJ and Micnael Moriarty portray 
the two ball-playing buddies. Vincent Gardenia 
received an Kcademy Award nomination for his 
part as the team's manager. 
Although l have an affection for horror 
movies, I must confess that I have not seen Andy 
Warhol's Frankenstein. Coward that I am, i must 
also admit.. that I'm rather relieved that I haven't. · 
I've heard quite a bit about . this version of the 
eternally-famous monster tale, directed by Warhol 
protege Paul Morrissey. It was originall!" 
presented in a three-dimensional process, and the 
idea of disjoint&d body parts flying from the screen 
somehow turns me off. Now, a man-eating shark, I 
can stand--a small intestine, I can't. Even withoul· 
3-D (which is how the film will be shown in Textor 
102), this sexed-up adaptation of Mary Shelley's 
classic sounds as if it would make Boris Karloff tum 
in his grave. Director Morrissey and Warhol ·also 
turned out an 'X'-rated version of Dracula. As far 
·- as their Frankenstein is concerned, I'd advise you 
to get a good grip on yourself before entering. The 
cast? Well, in addition to Udo Kier (who?] as the 
nutty Baron, there are various people in various 
parts--or, should_ I say, various people AND 
-- various parts? 
THIS WEEKEND'S GUID~: 
Bang the Drum Slowly~ Thursday at 9:30 p.m., 
Friday at 7 and 9:30; 75 cents. 
Andy ' Warhol's Frankenstein, Saturday and 
Sunday·at 7 and 9:30 p.m.; $1.00. 
NEXT WEEK'S COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
Thurs. and Fri. - Diahann Carroll and James Earl 
Jones in a comedic and relevant love story, 
Claudine. _ , 
Sat. and Sun. - Francois Truffaut's much-acclaimed 
movie about a movie, Day For Night, starring 
Jacqueline Bisset. 
.·-: ·~·, ~-.; ('-,· ~ .. 
I ,- ~,, 
WICB~TU·'·--
Satu~day. Nov. 8, 1975 , - . -
Channel 7 -- ~ 
7:00 Football:· I.C. Bombers vs, RIT 
Sunday,-Nov. 9, 1975 
Channel 7 
7:00 NEWS SCENE-Jeff Scheidecker and Nick 
Drinker report local and national news, and Frank 
Cuce covers spo~. 
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA-How the U.S. Navy was 
involved in World War· II. 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME-The creator of "Candid 
Camera", Allen Funt, talks with host Skip Landen 
and shows film clips from his show, arid the 
psychology behind "Candid Camera" is discussed. 
-8:30 ITHACA TIMEPIECE- The earliest settlers 
of Ithaca are discussed. -
9:00 HAPPENING WORLD-A variety and 
entertainment show. 
-9:30 FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD-Dean of Students 
John Brown- is the guest chef with Gary Bettman. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE-A wrap-up of local and 
national newsc 
10:15 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE-Host Frank 
Carpano talks :with Ithaca's mayor, Ed Conley. 
Two Ithaca College professional mu-
sic societies have scheduled recitals in the 
coming week. Both, at Walter Ford Hall, 
are open to the public. 
At 8:15 p.m. Monday, Kappa Gamma 
Psi fraternity will present its fall 
program, which consists· of Fanfare for a 
New Theatre· by Stravinsky, Auf dem 
Strom by Schubert, Songs for Clarinet 
and Piaqo by Louis Spohr, Trois Pieces en 
Quintette by Adolph Deslandres, Septet 
for Trumpet, Piario'and String Quintet by 
Saint-Saens, Rondo by Henry Cowell, and 
a group of madrigals. Performing in the · 
recital are the members of the Iota 
chapter of Kappa Gamma · Psi and 
assisting musicians. 
The autumn recital of the Mu Phi 
Epsilon national music sorority will take 
place at 8:15 pm Tuesday (Nov__. 11). 
~ Movies-in Ithaca~~ 
State--Ends Tonight (Thurs.): King of Hearts (R): Cinema • Ends Tonight: Alice Doesn't Live-Here 
Alan lfates finds himself in a town inhablted only Anymore (PG): One of' the best films dealing with 
by mental patients du~ing World War I. A film· th_e plight. of a woman. E(len Burstyn p~ay~ a 
recently rediscovered by:- audiences and now widow trymg to_ start- over m her Oscar-wu~nmg 
deemed a "classic." 7 and 9 pm. , . performance. 7 and 9 pm. 
Starts Tomorrow (Fri.): Fantasia (G): Walt - Starts Tomorrow: Abduction (R): Wealthy 
Disney's animated extravaganza featuring beautF girl is kidnapped by radical group, falls in Jove with 
ful Stokowski music and Mickey Mouse· as a their leader al'd joins· their cause. Oh-, yoo-hoo, 
magician. Okay, it~not Last Tango in Paris, but Patty ... 7_ arill i pm. , 
it's· fun. 7 and 9:10 pm. ·. 
Temple-Let's Do It Again (P.Gh Sidney- Poitier and 
Ithaca - Lisztomania (R): Roger Daltrey plays a 
different version of composer Franz Liszt. -Ken 
, Russell (who also did Tommy) directed this,_ so you 
know it's differ.ent. 7 and 9 pm. 
B.il~ ·Cosby do, -and they try to cash in on the 
comeback of a has-been fightE;r. Jimmie "J .J." 
Walker is the dy-no-mite kid they're betting on. 7 
and 9 pm. · 
--
· 1NTE1l~~ TIONAL. 
CAREE ... ? 
" -FREEBEER 
'tin runs dry' _ --
... ' 
Mixed Drinks.Joe 
_ ,:. • • I / ' , , ~at 
A representative ,. , · - · ' · - · · 
will b~~~;:y'ampus : 'HAPPIER H_OUR' 
~~~~~~u!r~t:,~;l~or , ·::~Q)EM •• R _7 --
a~=.t~y at_ _ ' ~ - 4-7-·PM 
: GRADUATE SCHOOL , , 
,_ and' jotl~pportunities - -
' in the field of ' 'THEDUGOUT 
' INJERNATiON~ 'MANA~EMENT·' . . ' ' ' ' 
Thf ~-~'!~ .~o~e~f ;~::~~?,~~ ~. 
:WICB-AM,-&:f.M _ -: 
Logo Contest 
The Public. Relations Department of 'Y)'.CB 
radio is sponsoring a Logo_ Design contest. Anyone 
can enter. Just think l!P, design, and lay out a 
brand-new logo for our station. The'logo must. rea_d 
92 WICB. Anyone with questions regarding the 
Logo contest should call Steve Buis at 274-3216. A 
prize of $15 will be awarded to the best logo's 
designer. , 
, TRAX 
New albums, played in their entirety, and 'past 
hits by the featured artist- that's Trax,. the 
program heard each Monday and Thursday at J am 
on WICB-AM61. Tonight (Thurs.), AM61 
personality Brad Kahn joins host Marty Gould to 
listen to and discuss the new Jethro Tull album, 
"Minstrel in the Gallery." Randy Riley joins Marty 
Monday, when the featured album will be Raptsey 
Lewis's "Don't It Feel Good." · 
Football Coverage on 91 ICB 
This Saturday, the Rochester Institute of 
Technology comes to Ithaca College to play the 
Bombers in the last regular-season eontest. The 
Bombers' are Lambert Bowl Trophy-bound once 
again this year, so they'll be doing their best to win 
this one. The game will be carried live on 91 ICB 
beginning with a pre-game show at 12:15 pm. Be 
sure to join sportscasters Pete Talbot and Pat 
Principe on 91 ICB for all the exciting action of 
Bombers Football. 
Marvel Comics on WICB AM 61 
Each weeknight, starting Monday, WICB AM 
61 will be presenting The Fantastic Four of Marvel 
Comics Fame in five-mi!}ute adventures at 11 pm. -
The entire week's series will be heard on 'Sunday 
evenings from 7 to 7:25. Be sure to tune to WICR 
AM 61 each weeknight ·at 11 for the Marvel Comics 
Radio Series, featuring The Fantastic Fou1, 
beginning November 10th. -
,Keepsak~ 
inte~views -m~/b; .sch~d;led ,a_t -$1. Qoriition a\thedoor Box 90, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201 _ 
' ' L • ' J' ' • • 
OFFICE-' OF . .'CAREE~ 
,, . , . PLANNING>/: 
' . . .. ' ,' . - :. . ~. 
' ' 
,_.,~ •• • ., •• ,~ -,,•"••' "'• '~ -. ' • ( '• I , .-. I , ~ ,. 
-.. -·· .. - .. ', ' ' . - .... ~ ' ' ': _:--:,. . - , .. 
~-·,,:_~:~:;:·}::'~ft.,_;}~~;:· .. ~:···~·~·-_\'~\·, .: ·:· . .--~·~ .. ~-· -=~·.:·< ~-.·~ .:·~,..~~ ·:.:· ,' /,: • • • • • ',,~:I:. I ", ~ ..._ • '•, 
Please send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus 
f~II color folder and 44 pg, Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25'+. 
I 
- .. ,\ - . 
·c~5=3~!=~C~ 
For Sale: KLH Model 32'. Ride needed· to Burlington Vt. 
Classified ads are free for the Ithaca 
College community and must be submitted in 
writing by 4 pm Tuesday preceding Thursday 
publication . . Classified ads are $2. 00 per thirty 
words per insertion for all those outside' the . 
College community. Due to the avail.ability of 
space, free personal classifieds will be printed 
on a first-submitted, first-printed basis. 
Speakfr&, PIONEER SX-424 Re- · Kenwood 14000 AMP· 17 watts for Thanksgiving vacation.· Will · 
ce~ver, together or separately. RMS- perfect eondition, lel!ls than ·gladly· help with · driving and 
SHURE SM-57 Professional ser- . 1 yr old~ S125 FIRM Greg expenses.- Contact Leigh, x580 
lee microphone-~· months old 273-5470. or 272-7973. · 
[new condition]. SONY TC-60 ' ·.---... ·-· ------... 
aJ;.¥ =~~~ ~nu::· L~d~~J 
Smokes, you name it!}. Call Auto Selvage 565-4432. (60'1) 
Kevin, x636 or 273-9755, 1-7 pm. 
' , " .,·~ 
.. '. .. ;<.: ·.~i:j:J, ;;>:-_:: 
,~.,,, 
,, '.,, , 
- . 
We asked the same question when we first production and silver reqovery. Jlie black enter" 
found ourselves in a position to make the world prise program no.t only"helps people w~o aren't 
a more livable place. well. off but also helps stabilize- co.mr:nunities in 
, At Kodak, we started close to home. In which Kodak'can work and. grow: - . 
_ Rochester, New York. We cut river pollution with In short,_ it's simply good bU_$iness. And 
one of the most efficient industrial waste water we're in business to make a profit. Burin further-, 
treatment pla.ots in the country. We cut air pollu:., ing our business int~rests, ·we also further ·so-·· 
tion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic ·.· ciety's interests. ' ,... · ·: , · ·· · 
precipitators. We helped set up a ,~lack enter- · -. After all, ow busin_ess ~-~pend~ on ·society\. 
prise program in downtown Rochester. So we care what happens tp Jt _ · .. ··. .. ... ,. : - . 
Wanted: Studentt1 needed to sell 
ads and work on advertising for 
the Cayugan. Some selling 
experience i:equired, Contact 
Jon or Doug. x 480 or x160. 
274-3480, 274-3160. · 
SALESPERSON 'NEEDEI): 
Salee experience looks great on a 
resume; let us teach you how to 
.sell. We offer a local territory, 
training, commissions, . and a 
small salary for selling Grape· 
. vine display advertising. Part-
. time. Experience a plus but not 
necessary, transportation need-
ed, enthusiasm and a quick 
_ tongue ore musts. Call 273-3470 
for appointment. · 
Sports writers are needed for 
The Ithacan. No experience is 
needed. Call Marcie at x559 or at 
Ithacan office x207 ~ 'We are an' 
equal opportunity employer. 
Perkie, 
What's Nu? Twice a week? 
Guess Who · 
Pumpkin Lady, 
Scare who's pants off? 
T.A. 
Stalker, 
You may make me stand up 
and look, but there's more 
between''yoii'. and" m~ . than"" the' 
Tunnel of Eove. · 
Pete 
Dear'Gumby, 
rve alsays said that you 
remind me of my brother. ~ell, 
I like him. ALOT. 
"RALPH" 
To the60's, 
TV sociA\lization demands 
· conformity and being blind • 
apathy with helplessness not-far 
behind, with· the beer bellied 
policeman drinking out of flasks. 
So much smog that ·even the 
birds wear gas masks, 
Dr.·Denton 
To the 60's, _ 
The weathermen know not 
where the wind boows they have 
gone a newscaster sane-delay· 
jog. - Pep~t ·Patty's sanity 
jefense grows with the machine 
gun rag . playing. 
· Dr. Denton 
To .. the Flying Co~boy Bros, 
Ifn y'all . find · something 
good, don't count me out. 
· T. Dave 
-To the beautiful flavors, 
-· I like y'all but ·bluie is still 
m'favorite! · 
The Carolina Ki~ 
If there is a fresman -on campus 
named Forrest-who attended the 
, Explorer's President's. Congress 
last April, please call Carol x549. 
Mothers Robyn ,and Barbar.a, 
· \Vant you· too. · : · 
"S8:Y hello to Bogie!" -
~ .... ·: __ . 
· -~eep on eating that wheat . · 
. germs·.... ..)• -·· 
Shhhii .. 
Why? Helping to combat water pollution not · . . · . ' . . _ .. , ._ . _ · . . ·. ·· . / 
only bi!nilfils society but us as well as we need ,.. :~-L .. :·· ·' . . .. : · · · _Dear ~tsy~.. . 
clean_~~tertomakefilm._Qurcombustiblewaste ... :-R~ftll-, ·· :·' .. · .. _ - ·:, :··.- ·. ·-.· 'Nu,mber.two,1oranlimberonegirl~ 
di$pOSaJ facility not only ,reduces air pollution . ,: · -·:than a· business · You anupprechJted, ,. ·,.: .. - .-. · ·:>> 
but also ·helps pay for. itself-in heat and -steam · ... ·.: • .·· , .. · :··-- · : · · · .. ,_ .-: - ) .· ·_ .- · ._ .. ::·_ · · - · .::;·.: .... ·_.1>,.;/~~~~~~:<~,:~:~::·:~~,'.:.i . _ 
·, 
\ 
J 
., 
·.' • : I ~ •• -•, '' ' 
~e_t~. N~~~ 6, 1975." P~ ~ 
- . · -Dear 6'0~, · , . ,- MEN! Tried of "I don't"c:aU guys"· -
Anybtidy wutfug to . purduise : . · ·eow: cou1d you let me lose a or "Take me h"i>me" or ~~ bugy . 
enlargements of lthaean .photo. $5 bet?!l1 Yom:gmng to have this weekend.fall the time]'or "I , .. ~ Who~s Who 
grapbaeaa-littliodlem byeallh,g. · to pay for this!! ·· don't.pay for drinks"-or. getting 
the Ithacan office at.~ or the Love, 5'5" stood up? \ Tired of all of- the 
bulfvidaal p~her.. a~ve . and · pas~e nonsense 
------------ To my,Pig-i)ut Partner!· You're practiced by desirable target HAPPY BIRTHDAY LOLLY! great; females (DTF's] iii the college 
Love, holly · Lo p · I · community? U you've had it join 
~wgirt in the sand, 
·-uow can ya let my next __ door 
neighba' talk at -ya like that? I 
. have more to say -with fewer' 
words,-·· 
Flying ~y .Brother 
· ve, ear. -
"1.[F.]G.N.(J.R.E. 
Cortez Grier, 
You have two more chances. 
. Thanksgiving day football ga,;ne 
is co~ up. You must find a 
girlfriend. 
Mr. Mello, 
"IGNORE the FEMALE GEN-
DER NOW OR REPENT EVER" 
For information write to 
I.[F.]G.N.O.R.E. 
159 W. 33rd St. 
Suite 805 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
(continued from page three] 
according to Dean Brown, when 
it is felt that a student has been 
exceptiqnal in other areas. A 
cumulative average of 2.8 or 2.9 
is the lowest they have gone. 
DearT.A. 
You really are· TSTSA!! 
Love, T.T. 
There is no general set · of 
guidelines that the academic 
divisi9ns follow; Dean Brown 
asserted. Each dep11rtment 
places emphasis on different 
criteria. Also, the divisions can 
only select a certain amount of 
students, which is decided using 
,, . . percentages. For example: 
~e 19, 5 Cayugan 1s on campus now! You ~n pick up your co~y now If WHO'S WHO says Ithaca 
Dear Fred, 
Boop Boop a doop to you 
troop Like to you have you check 
out. the new_place. 
Love, Sam 
Eddie, 
Come up to visit soon ·aod 
we'll have another exciting Sat-
urday night. 
The Bobsie twins 
Pat, . 
HAPPY BffiTBDAY! Hope 
you have· a good weekend. 
Suz 
-- J.A.P., J.A:P;-_...: __ . 
_Who's..there? 
Max Factor. 
Max Factor who? 
Kiss me and you'll slide off. 
. -
... Ex-Convicts Speak 
(continued.from page four] 
(if you ordered one last year) ~rom the yearbook office m . the. College can nominate 46 students 
b1>.se~ent of Landon H~, Dorm 6, m the]J)we! ~uad. Thursday mght "out-of the 1,000 graduating this 
starting at 9:00 pm until 10:30 pm. For add1t1onal hours please call year, and if the School of 
ext. 31~0 or 274-3160. Get your copy now! Humanities and Sciences has 500 
Dear Jesse, 
Wc,uld love ~ rub wheels 
wit~ you-even though you're a 
t_oyota. ,. 
··· Love, Woegooza. 
Betsy, 
Let's both go jogging soon; 
Maybe then we'll both be 
, breathing hard. 
Pant! 
Dear Paot!-
You looked ~te in your 
jogging outfit. We don't have to 
jog to breathe hard. 
Betsy 
Really, Betsy-
We love you! 
The Ithaca College Campus 
HARRIET 
·. The Moose is coming 
- Get ready. 
LJBH 
Dear Doug, 
HELP! 
D.M.W. 
To Junior: 
Happy Birthday! 
Love, Senior and III 
Waste, 
Thanks for the water tower 
excursion. I loved going with 
you. . 
Signed, You Conquered My 
Fear 
Lisa, 
Happy Birthday! 
Love, Your Fellow Eggs 
students (50 percent of the 
Allen, Karine 
Alleva, Diane 
Aloisi, Susan 
Alter, Marlene 
Alworth, David 
Anderegg, Peter 
Barnett, Marcia 
Barr, Janet 
Becker, Joseph 
Binder, Karen 
Bocim, Debra 
Boyes, Jerry 
Brown, Dianne 
Buckley, Jacqueline 
Chaet, Marcy 
Dickert, James 
Donough, Kathleen 
Fry, Paulette 
Fuller, Patricia 
Gardner, - Robert 
Garner, Christopher 
Greene, Patricia 
Gregory, Gail 
graduating class), they, would be 
entitled to nom~!}Rte 50 percent 
of the amount allotted by WHO'S 
WHO. Therefore, Hand S would 
be represented by. 23 of the 46 
students. The same format 
applies to the other schools.$ 
Once all the nominees are 
selected, the list of their names 
are sent to WHO'S WHO for 
confirmation; and after they are 
accepted, the list is returned. 
Those who are inducted will 
receive--in the mail--an exten-
sive questionnaire asking for 
biographical data. 
The list that follows contains 
the names of all those students 
who represent Ithaca College in 
this year's edition of WHO'S 
WHO: 
Haas, Sharon 
Handler, Scott 
Hickey, Margaret 
Kelemen, Sylvia 
Klein', Elliot 
LaDonna, Kristin 
LaRocca, D:..vid 
Leiding, Walter 
McGinnis, Margaret Ann 
Milgrim, Samuel 
Morse, Walter 
Murphy, Colleen 
Oermann, Diane 
Pluzdrak,- Joan 
Raker, Fred 
Rodgers, Alexandra 
Rubenstein, Todd 
Sprouse, He~bert 
Steege, Ellen 
Tuppo, Catherine 
Watson, Susan 
Weech, Nancy 
Wines, John 
Methadone programs liave 
been effective in reducing drug 
abuse, but have done so- by 
simply replacing one drug with 
"Bring a. Touch ; of the Tropics 
to Your Home ." . . . " 
MISTER DONUT 
1Q· Featvring 
• another. The individual can be · 
effective! controlled by govern-
ment ,by all but eliminating his 
freedom of choice. Methadone is 
harder to kick than heroin simply 
because the user, after a period 
of time, develops a: tremendous 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
TER'itARIUMs· antfSAND ~ROENS 
"SUNFLOWER" POTIERY 
HANGING BASKETS 
fear: of returning to hard drugs. Gift certificates available 
The penal system is more Deliveries In Ithaca 
effective in enhancing the attrac- t -· · 
tiveness of crime 'to the criminal · · : · · · 
as a way. to "Make it" easily. TffE,PLANTATIQN 
Prisons have become schools of · · · 
crime rather than educational, 1S41'111ACA COMMONS 273-72!1 
rehabilitational operations- they . ~n Th~rs~~s'"1d.·~~i-~ays until 9 PM. 
· ;;i~t~i=i f """"·'·"'Come. · with ·ii;""" , , " ,,, _ 
!~e:~~~ru;e:p~::::i;: :! < F ,_ -Jo·-·, th-·e· ·So' :-V·l·e· t · Un·1on . r York offices. These staff·worers,. ~:: 
(all ex-cons themselves), offer '·,Ji 
their own personal experiences ·:i~ flnrna_ ill· w_ rin-~arf.lattttinn T rirp 
as well as .psychological ~d ~:: IIUI IHill r,t11Ui111li'111IUII It IJ 
vocational counselfng. In addi· ft - · -
tion, ·they operate an __ employ- _ J= · "'u' :Lani,f11r!:)d·a1_n_1/_ ••n_,""nw 
·ment clearing house and other , · · ~:: Cl f:illllltjl U, 111_ IJIU1111U 
directional facilitws. These pro- t _ Dec· emb' er -29-January_ 12 
.grams are felt to. be about 'as :::; -, 
effective as the.penal system is [~ RtJSSlari~ 492 (Russian culture)· 3 C(ellits-no prerequ~ -:-: 
ineff~!v~et;. ~ carries a ! sites, open to all'-'Ali~ ,Stone Nakh1movs1W, lns~ctor · :::_;~=:_::_(:_[:_;· 
volunteer·· ·staff of ·about so :::: · -(also·H. ·Peter Kahn," h~ry .of art, if 3~ or ljlore regi-
people .. Th~se. ~ volunteers are · ;/Ji · · · 
active in the operation and ~:) ster) , :::: 
coordination of society activities t . . t 
as well :as· ·a1most all functions ~t H1ghhghts: . Rublev and ·_Tietyakov galleries· - ==== 
handled by the permanent -staff. ~= . . "Dostoe~11u tour" (_.:::/::::[:.·::/:::: Anyone interested in working for ti · · ~ 
the fortone Society should con-_ - 1:~- · ·Hermitage-(including gold tteasiJry) 
tact: . ._.,.,- , . ;~. _ ., Kremlin.. ···· 
The Fortune ~ety ' §/ Pa·'!Jca'S at 0ushkin and Pavlovsk 29 E. 22nd St,.: .. .. ·, ~~ la, "' n 
New York, NY,,10010. ~1 .. Ballet 
ICKEY!f 
-lfSf.( .·-S;rQ,R. 
_··2y.J ,S.·_TIOGA ··ST>;, 
- ·ITHACA . N~Y.~- "'." · 
., ·272-826f, 
. · j· ~~re topics will incfude 18th century Russian society, -
: r· -i.cons: and th_e history ·of Leningrad,- the Kremlin· and the 
· l -· Her:rnHage. · . -_ ~ · · _ · . . _ 
:·-It · M~ '.11a~ .. 1~ re~~tranis ($5f--~epo_sit· iminedia~ly, :::: 
·-i ·$301tmore by.Nov.J5): -- · . -- llli 
. · 1- -~~~ ~~ Qf)~~~~ in~ludes ·roll!'~· trip air transports- J 
·· ~~ · Jion from.fjlY, hotefsfmeals, an~ tuiti_on and fee,~ .. -: .. -_ l-
,_j.~~~-~~-g~i,t_ar~_.:_ '·, -·' i -'··l')urUrer .infor,m~on.··amLregistratio(-fo~s.;-Jxtramural .. I:-
...... · b_anj~~s ';tnd ·jecords''\ ·;-f··~.Divisl0ili:105~Day ... Halti25{MBB7~: ·: ._.,·_._.; · ---:_:,, ... ---.-::_.._-..'. :: t:· · 
.~:;,":,' -:._:, ,:·_,!•i"$\",,~l.,;;l,~~~;t~l .• :;-,1• ~''' ,'I.I,,~;..,, • .,.., •\~,, •" "" ..,,, • T '"T,,.,• '•' "" 1 1 1 :{•,. 
')~-:~~::~:~:~=:::\;::::..~l::r:..~~=~=:~i::::..~~~~~i{~:::::\::::~?_·-...,"_~~i~~~~.~=~:I:::'::::::::-~~?~ · .... 
.:-~·~::~:.:\:. ·;·r(.-: ·. ·~·.:-_: ·~~P.l.!·"'· ..:.·.,. :1· ~,:: ,:. ••• -.• • ~ •· .•.• ~. ~ ~ ·• -
~- The Best of Coffee 
~~ in Town 
RIISter 209 SOUTH MEADOW 
'Donut, and the VILLAGE GREEN. 
OPEN 24 HOURS at COMMUNITY CORNER 
·~ 
,, 
: . 
I 
,. 
r . 
I . 1-..... 
i" 
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WEEKLYMENU 
11/6-11/12/75 
Thursday, 11/6 
Ll!nch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hamburger Hero 
Spanish Macaroni 
' 
Cottage Cheese and Gelatin 
Cold Plate 
humbo Jumbos 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Roast Turkey with Dressing 
Spaghetti with Meatballs 
Cheese Omelet · 
Desserts 
Friday, 11/7 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Tuna Melt on Towers Roll 
Shepherd's Pie with Gravy 
Assorted Cold Meat Sand-
wiches 
Fruit Cold Plate 
Pizzarino Sandwiches 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Grilled Chopped Steak with 
Sauteed Onions 
Beef ~a~out Burgundy 
Giant Seafood Sandwich 
Salad Bar 
Desserts 
Saturday, 11/8 
\ Lunch 
Appetizers 
· Salads 
Hot Dogs with Baked Beans 
and sauerkraut 
Manager's Choice 
Banana Split Cold Plate 
Scrambled Egg Cold Plate 
Assorted Salad Sandwiches 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Roast Beef 
· Large Hamburgers 
Pizza 
Desserts 
Sunday, 11/9 
Brunch 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
French Toast 
Link Sausage 
Fruit Bowl 
Bagels _ 
Cream Cheese with Lox 
Cold Cut and Cheese Tray 
Lettuce, Tomato and Onion 
Tray 
Fruits 
Juices 
Sweet Rolls 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Baked Ham-Fruit Sauce 
Savory Baked chicken 
Frankly Good Cheese Dogs 
Desserts · 
Monday, 11/10 
Lunch 
.Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Hoagies 
SAGA Super Salad Bar -
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Meatloaf 
Roast Pork with Applesauce 
Dressing 
Turkey with Fresh Chinese 
Vegetables 
Ice Cream Excursion 
Desserts 
. 'f'.uesday, 11/11 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hot Turkey Sandwich 
Egg Salad Sandwich 
Fruit Salad with Cottage 
Cheese 
~'Lii!'1tt 
<S~~I( J>4 A ~ 
Students! Are You Planning To SkiT~~r? 
If you are, we think you'd enjoy our facilities 
especially since we have all of the ingredient~ 
necessary to offer you a fun-filled winter. Qne way 
to have more fun is to pur,chase a Student Season 
Pass. One year season passes are available un • 
November 1, 1975. Remember, Greek Peak Seaso 
Pass holders save not only at Greek Peak but at 
Killington, Bristol' Mountain and ~e Ski 
Areas. Call us·at 607-835-6111 or drop us a line 
%Greek Peak, RD2, Cortland, NY, 13045. We'd be 
happy to discuss o icular. needs.· 
. f 
STEREO RIPPED OFF? 
CALCULATOR STOLEN? .. 
TYPEWRITER-·GONE?_ 
SKIS ''BORROWED''?--
N.S.A. -LOW COST 
' . ' . 
Student·PrQPerty 
··Insurance 
··s1oa for $1,000 yearly cov~r~g_e ~·'. 
DC)RMROOMS OFF-CAMPUS. 
Forms will be in the campus.mail, details at. 
x-3377. · · ·· 
sponsored by the Student Government.·:'--.~ 
• .. . I .' , - ,, ,; . 
andTheNation.a1·s111dent Association·. -·. ··_ \-.. . .... . . .. . ·. . ,;·, .. : .-.. 
_: \ 
cD 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Veal Parmesan 
Baked Turbot Almondine · 
Super Reuben Sandwich 
Desserts · 
Brom·berg Announce~ 
As First Concert 
[continued from page one] 
advance sale·s, $4.50 for all 
others. 
_ Spokesman for t.he Bureau 
of Concerts Howard Bloom refu-
sed to disclose if contracts have 
been signed by the College and 
the performers. He also declined 
to say how much the concert 
-would cost, stating it would "be 
unnecessary to release." 
I 
THE ANSWERS TO THE 
FOOTBALL QUESTIONS 
Question 1: John Brockington· 
Green Bay · 1971-1, 105 yards 
· Franco Barris • Pittsburgh -
1972 -1, 055 yards . 
Lawrence MeCuteheoo - Los 
Angeles.· 1973-1,@rl yards 
All proceeds from the con-
cert, above and beyond the 
actual costs incurred, ·will go to 
the Michael Bond Scholarship 
FUIJd, Bloom indicated. 
· The College dealt with a 
booking agent for the arrange- , 
ment of the concert; Collegiate 
Entertainment Associates. 
accumulated 968 yards· for the 
Chicago Bears in 1968.$ 
Question 3: Joe Kapp - Minne· 
sota Vikings-vs. Baltimore in 
1969 
Question 4: Jim Bakken • St. 
Louis • vs. Pittsburgh in 1967 
Don Woods .· SAn Diego 
1974·-1,162_yards · Question 5: · Steve O'Neal of t.Jie 
New York Jets.kicked· one 98 
Question 2: . Bobby· Douglass . yards against the Denver Bron· 
.. .. ···TJM·· L1VBR:r· 
. . 
·. -t'AV#iRlf . ... 
-~OH. II"': ...... 
. . . .. - ( . . -
TuHd.•Y fhru Saturny· -s· ;,_.~~ ,·o· I a.m.t 
· · · · ·. · ·, .- Dinners-5erv9d ·1.:00-8':·30 , -· . 
- · · - R•servations-Aeques..-..;__ 539.7724 · -
GaNaOUfl COClll'.AIUI·. 
. . , · GIIJ"T·f•••:':-._ . ,. 
IIBAX.G'-·AYIIOSl!II 
_,. . . ... - ..... ~ . :;:.. . .... • 
..... 
' ,- - . 
MAYERS SMO.kE··s·HoP 
toot ot aaurera si. hill-
. - . . 
'; ' 
' --- .,. 
' 
--:. 
,,. 
... 
:•. 
\ '.' 
·, 
a-, 
.; 
,, 
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••• Person·nel proi!lems 
division of the College staff, has 
been described by . one staff 
leader as "A morale problem 
with staff across campus."· 
The feeling of intimidation, 
apparently has had far-reaching 
effects on the governance struc-
ture of the Collese. A member of 
Staff Council re1>9rted that that 
body has lost • much of its 
effectiveness. He said that the 
actions taken by Arthur have, in 
effect, "emasculated Staff Coun-
cil, everyone is afraid anything 
they do.will result in their being 
fired." • 
Further, saying they were 
"more comfortable" meeting off 
campus, and ' literally fearing 
meeting on campus, staff has met 
twice downtown ,. to discuss the 
problem collectively. The first 
meeting was held on October 28 
'and an estimated 110 persons 
attended. 
After that, meeting Presi-
dent James Whalen made it 
known that he could not support 
these off-eampus meetings. "I 
find it unfortunate and repug-
nant that they have to meet off 
campus," said the President. 
Whalen also said that he has 
requested the staff use Staff 
Council and the processes of the 
College to air their grievances 
and seek solutio~s. 
Whalen's remarks apparent-
ly had an impact on much of the 
staff as at the second off campus 
meeting, held last night, only six 
staff employees-showed up. One 
person who did atteµd said that a 
reason there was such a poor 
turnout was that several wor-
kers wanted to give Whalen a 
chance to seek a solution and to 
cooperate with him as intich as 
possible. 
Distrust 
Aside from intimidation a 
severe problem seems to be the 
lack of trust in the Personnel 
Office that many· staff feel. One 
employee said that Arthur "has 
no finess · with dealing with 
people." He added, "He tells one 
person one thing and another 
person something else/' 
A former employee of the 
Personnel Office said that when 
she tried to talk with Arthur 
about some of the problems that 
were-developing on campus he 
said, "I know there are prob-
lems, I don't care, I don't want to 
hear about it." · 
A staff supervisor remarked 
that after he heard this comment 
he could understand that ''There 
is no reason for the staff to trust 
this person." 
Ariel Alberga, a secretary 
for Assistant Bill Scoones, and a 
leader of the staff in this issue, 
recalled an incident -in August 
when "Pat Arthur stood in the 
hall and divulged an awful lot of 
confidential material to me anout 
other people- and other offices-
information I had no business 
knowing." 
Arthur, as well as his 
supervisor Vice President for 
Business and Finance Paul Fari-
nella have both declined com-
ment on the issue. 
Whalen Reacts 
A group of staff personnel 
met last week with President 
Whalen to tell him specifically of 
their grievances. Alberga was 
one of those who attended the 
meeting·. Afterwards, she said, 
"( get the impression that he 
(President Whalen) is .not satis-
fied with the Personnel Office." 
Ms. Alberga added that she 
was told by Whalen .that "The 
people (Chris Brown and Eleanor 
Whitted) will get a fair evalua-
tion and if they are abused it will 
be rectified;'!. 
According to Director of 
Public Information Marjory 
Spraycar, "President Whalen is 
aware of the problems. He has 
spoken to a number of people 
including a number of people 
from the staff. He knows that the 
thing is really serious. He's quick 
to recognize that. He considers it 
a very serious problem; that's 
why we called in a consultant." 
·· The consultant referred to is 
R. James Henderson (see box, 
20'sCLUB 
- .. . -- ' - . 
TONIGHT 
'• . } . 
Dance.To The Music of: 
MANZANITA 
·Thursday, november 6 
. -Room-To Brea the-
.. . ... 
.,Room T0Dan¢e 
NO.ADMISSION-NO COVER 
~O~ . -ixecl·Drink Special ~LNigllt·., ' 
25c Drafts Till ·a:30 
1M·w. stai.St.-1.1oost_. behind the HAUNT' 
· · · 1R · EST DEAL Dow-~TOWN-CHEC:K fr d(n · ·_ · _. 
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Field,Hockey Needs More 0/fe~~e 
by George Goodman - Ithaca lost to Springfield at Oneonta. ' the visitors from 
All of a sudden the Women's Massachusetts scored a goal in 
Field Hockey team have forgot- each half for the victory. The 
ten to score. During this past offense gave miother weak per-
week Coach Kostrinsky's ·team for~ance as the Springfield 
h b h to t t . Last goahe needed to make only four as een s u u wice. '-. 
Th d C l te be t Ith 2 0 saves to preserve her shutout. urs ay o ga a aca · Shik · h d · · h fi 
and on Saturday Springfield was ow1tz a a~ot er me game 
THE FOOTBALL .QUIZ' . 
by George Goodman 
Question 1: In the last four, 1 
years, a rookie running back ha1f 
gone over the 1000 yard mark UJ 
rushing. Name the four players, 
their team and the yf'v t!iey 
accomplished this feat. ' 
Question 2: name the quarter-
back that has rushed for the most 
yards gained mshing in one 
season. victorious by the samescore. The for the Bombers m goal. She was 
Bombers have now accumulated forced to stop fo~rtee~ shots. • 
a record of 3-5-2 with one match Coach Kostrms~~ s club has Question 3: There have been five 
remaining against Bucknell. onl~ one. game remammg • a home t~es when a quarterback threw 
At Hamilton (;ol te' M affair with Bucknell on Nov. 4. seven touchdowns in ·one game 
gie Montaigne s~rel:Ot: ~ For the Bombers to win they 'Yill prior to the 1975 season. N~e 
to .,.; th N y k State need to put more offensive the most recent time this has 
~-v~ ~ ew or pressure on their opponents. Champ1onsh1p runner-up team occured [year) the quarterback 
their victory. and his team. 
Colgate got to the finals of 
the State tournament but lost to 
Cortland. On their way to the 
finals they beat Ithaca 2-1 with a 
goal with twelve seconds remain-
ing in the contest. · 
+• 
page 1) Whalen has made it clear 
that it is he who appointed 
Henderson and that Henderson 
wil report directly to Whalen. 
The staff has received sup-
port from the College faculty. 
Associate Professor of folitics 
Zillah Eisenstein said that a 
group of faculty members be-
came concerned about the staff 
problems. 
They offered. their support 
to the staff and at the request of 
the staff has circulated a petition 
to the faculty. 
The petition reads in part, 
"We wish the administration to 
know that we support the staff in 
the immediate resolution of their 
grievaI_Ices. 
... Power Play 
plight can be attributed to the 
high cost of the renovation 
project. I wonder what will 
happen if the city defaults and 
American Seating Co. d6esn't 
get its full payment. Will Ford 
then come to the rescue? · 
Question 4: What National 
Football Field Goal kicker has 
the record for the most field 
goals in one game. 
Question 5: What was the 
longest punt ever? Name · the 
player, his team and the length 
of the punt. 
Answers on page 10 
AS,jAT!t 
GAftDEN 
[RESTAURANT]· 
Chinese -American Food 
114 W. State Street 
A Little Tiekel Brings a Loi of Sunshine 
BBNBFl'l' PBBMIBIIB 
for lhe · 
Rod Serling Professorship Fund. 
'f oes«ll~ y 
Novo J8 
_ 7:30P.M. ( 
State J_ 1 __ 
Theatr~ U ~ 
Neil Simon's "~tle Sunshine Boys" 
~119 ~lter Matthau & George Bums 
~ichard Benjamin 
Metro-Goldwyn~Mayer r,wsr-:nt•, ,) Ray Sta'.k PrrJrJ,,r t1r~n r.A ,j Herbert Ross Film 
' ·Tickets are available b·e,iinninl{ November 7: 
·, 
Mayers Smoke Shop 
Willard Strail{ht 
and El,{bert Union 
) 
•··:··l·.-) _The.1~.~~~-·~-.... a2· 
!' 
'5.\. 
', ~~... . ' 
.. 
,, 
.. 
: ' 
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Szczerba: Bombers Squeak by·Q.obart, 
That Says It All Meet R. I. T.·Satorday 
By-Marcie G~rman 
Have you ever need to _t~ink 
of a word that would release 
emotions anxiety, or possibly 
anger? The English dictionary,_ 
whether it be Oxfords or Webs-
ters is quite limited to solving 
this vocabulay problem in one 
word. However, the Ithaca Col-
lege community has the word 
and the person to stand behind 
it ... SZCZERBA! 
. 
l 
Standing 6'3", 240 lbs, one 
might agree that Jim is the 
strongest man on the squad: 
When asked if there were 
any rules in the game of College 
football that he would"like to see 
changed, Jim said no gripes. "I 
-think that the cheerleaders 
should be allowed to ride in the 
team bus" was the only major 
complaint that he could come up 
with. 
By Peter J. Talbot 
The magic number has de-
creased to one as the Ithaca 
College Bombers, with their. vruL 
last Saturday over Hobart, 36-29 
need only . · to defeat th~ ~IT ~ _ Iii 
Tigers for their second straight ..: ,;.,"' 
undefeated season. . The . win.. ,. ~ 
Saturday pushed the seaso~ .. 
mark to 7-0 also extending their / 
regular season win streak to 17 
1 
• 
games. 
With Frank Caulfield, filling 
in for injured Jerry Boyes, as 
quarterback the Bombers raclted 
up 234 yards on the ground ~d · 
239 yards passing. Caulfield has 
another superb passing day 
going 15-20 making his two game 
completion percentage 73.5 per-
cent. Caulfield's main targe~ for 
the day was senior Bill Bryant 
who caught 10 passes, two_ for 
- touchdowns, and broke two 
school records. - He broke the Dave Pitzer 
against Hobart. 
carries for good gain '. 
· single game receiving record 
- which was formally 7. He also 
· : :"'·:. broke his own record of. 177 
yards gained, which he set last 
year against Alfred. The record 
now stands at 198 yards. 
Unlike the previous six 
games the Ithaca defense was 
not impressive. Cqming into the 
game they had only allowed 12 
' 
,, 
late in the first period when a 
quarterback-place kicker Jeff 
Thon kicked a 41 _yard field goal. 
Ithaca closed out the first half 
with a picture perfect long bomb 
touchdown of 68 yards when 
Caulfield hit Bryant along the 
Hobart side line. 
field. The school record for the 
longe·st field goal is 43 yards and 
was set back in 1966. 
This Saturday the Rochester 
Institute of Technology visits 
&wth Hill Field. The Tigers 
have a record of 2-5 and should 
be little or no competition for the_ 
playoff hopeful Bomoers. · Last 
year enroute to the Lambert 
Bowl Championship, Ithaca 
Contrary to popular belief, Szczerba [Photo by: Richard Morse J 
has not lifted W. Tower: 
points but Saturday they gave up 
29. Not trying to make excuses 
[or the defense, but Hobart does 
have an ex<:ellent offensivE! unit. 
rolled over RIT 68-17 .. The _ 
The Bombers lead at the half Ithaca-RIT series began in 1972 
21-:iO but as the third quarter with I\ 30-13 Bomber victory. In 
opened Thon hit D~yis on a 36 1973 Coach Butterfield's squad 
yard touchd9wn pass. ~nother ·won· 37-19, and it appears the 
thrilling play of the game was the only question about the 1975. 
57 yard field. goal attempt which . contest will be Ithaca's winning 
Jim Szczerba; defensive end 
for the IC Bombers has managed 
to make his name a household 
word on campus. For- the past 
four years, South Hill Field has 
echoed. to the crowds pleading 
cheer of his name. 
As an Environmental Bio-
logy major, Jim still manages to 
work out daily aspiring to . 
become a professional football 
player. AThe scouts have been 
watching him and thanks to an 
excellent coaching staff, he is 
very optimistic about playing the 
big time. 
"Football is not something 
that you can step in to, ·you have · 
to work to achieve," sayS' Jim .. 
And Jim certainly does exert 
himself by lifting weights to 
remain in top condition. "Each 
week you have to prepare· 
yourself for th·e upcoming teams" 
he continued .. ' 
Jim praised Coach Butter-
field for his outstanding success 
with the Bombers and also gave 
credit to the defensive staff of 
Basler and Charney. In whole, 
he is very pleased with the sport', 
the team and the enthusiasm of 
the fans. 
But Ithaca College is not the 
only school in the area with their 
own Szczerba. In downtown 
Ithaca there is a third grader by 
the name of Bobby S:iczerba who 
is of no relation to the I.C. 
athlete. However when little 
Bobby heard of big Jim, he 
looked him up and acq_uired a 
very large big brother. · 
"Everyone should partici-
pate in a sport" say~ Jim 
"Competitive sports help you 
deal- w_ith situations that might 
arise in the future. Basically it 
keeps you on the ball." 
The capacity Parent's 
Weekend rrowd at South Hill 
Field, witnessed a see-saw bat-
tle. Robar~ opened the scoring 
- Power play: 
By Corey Taylor 
Sports Review of the Week 
NHL New'...York- Rangers 
shakeup this week is the biggest 
in-season turnover by any team 
in recent memory. Traded were 
Derek Sanderson, Gilles Ville-· 
mure and Ed Giacomin. 
ended the first half. Scott margin. 
Billings' kick hit the crossbar and Kfokoff time is set for 12:30 
bounced back onto the playing pm. 
Of Rangers And Nets 
Giacotnin was in the nets in and they have confidence.' He 
his first game for Detroit Sunday trusted us and he made a 
night. . It ·was,-· against the decision for the team .. ou have to 
Rangers at Madison - Square, say he had a lot of guts to m~e 
Garden and most Garden goers that decision." 
· · . -: -' There - you- have the two 
rooted for ~~die vs. the loc~s. · , schools of thought on the play. 
People do~ t usually_ root ag!lln~t Everyone is calling 'Winner a 
a traded.J~vorite right away, it loser but ·u the Jets had made 
takes a while.· . . . that 0~~ yard, Winner would be 
New York Jets Coach Char- the hero instead of the goat ... 
ley • Winner lost out Sunday. - · 
With a fourth down and less than . Hot Stove League Qeat 
t C. Criew Keeps On Rowing 
one yard situation versus the · . . ( 
BUI, -Winner went for th! yard Mets named Tom Burgess as_ 
instead, of_ the field_ goal with the · Tidewater manage~ yesterday to 
Jets ~eading .~17~ The Je~ su~eed .J~. Frazier •• ~Jim .paf-
needn t make it •. Buffalo capatil-_. .. ·mer named as the A-L-Cy Young' 
By Marcie Gorman 
Although it might _appear 
that the Ithaca College Crew 
Teams have fallen 'into Lake 
Cayuga; on the contrary, they 
are still practicing at 5:00 am for 
weekend regattas. 
' This past Saturday the . 
varsity heavyweights beat Mar-
ist College on the flood . control 
channel by:Cass Park. Two four · 
man boats raced with one boat 1/ 
coming in first and the second 
coming in third'all withiii' a-shells 
len~,;h:r::i,:~t;tt;htweights al-l<) 
so defeated Marist by a decks , 
length in a race that was 
· v~ctorious for the first tin'.!e in - · 
thaf.distance. "The lightw~1ghts 
rowed a perfect, race'~ ·.said the · · , 
- -coach, Ward Romer. ~·they un- _ 
• 'e 
. ~. ,-,~..,..,. -
.. : -i .. ,-· __ , .... 
ized on the turnover and_ we~t on : Award winner for 1975. .Palmer 
to win ·24.23, . Was Wmn~r . --also won the Sporting News A.L. 
derstrokedMaristforthebodyof. wrong? According to. Captain Pitcher of the· Year Award. 
thei race and ove:r-taking them in Kangaroo, res! According to the . After winning the Cy Young 
the S'print." Jet's -Eddie Bell, _N~! Bob Aw.ard in f973 __ P_alm~r fell to an 
The Women's crew also Keesh;m,, a.k~a~ Captain Kan~ injury tjddled 1-12 record, But-:.·· 
participated in this- regatta. r~ ... tliat wonderf111 ~Y we . this-season ~-made a fantastic-. 
coming in_ first aJ!ainst Qo~ell, · used. ~ _wateh: before "!e: ever comeback. fuilllliin__g at 23-11-his · 
Syracuse and Manst respective- S1ei>f:d mto a classroom 15 a Shea best season ever. Palmer led _the · 
Jy. the Womens_ J. V. had some Stadiu~. ~gul~. . majors in E~ed Run .. Average 
trouble during the race when the · Tlie Captain (~eeshan).. ~x- . (2-J)9) and shutouts (10). -Palmer 
Syracuse ~t-force themselves · cl~ed, . "Absolutely t_~e ,worst , tied Catfish Hunter for'the most 
into the I.C. boat causing a 10 t~g ~ _ha~e_.ever see~. m my. vidories. by. _.a.. pit:cber ••• Tom 
second 4elay-for the women. . .. _ent~·.life. .How can .. !1 co~ch · ·Seaver,~· the Sporting ~ews_._ 
. . : .. possibly .:DUlke ·_a_ decl8lo~ ~e. --N.l..: Pitcher· of'thejear ... New. 
Cornell Coach ~ill Dough- that? T~at has,to.be _the end_for · York City·ordeted·seats for the·· 
rety said "'1ad · Syr~~-se .. n~t_ that man.". But;·Jet. ~de ~iver ii'ew. Yankee · stadiuni fr<>in the · 
collided, the 1.~l. Wom;en w~uTcl Eddie I!e~ took !l,difterent view.:: , Anierieim:•Seatmg ·· Company of.·_ 
h~ve taken first with · httle "By gomg fo~ 1t, .~e gave us .a - , -Grand ,Rapids; ':f,fichigan.- lroni- ._ . 
doubt." · .. _ . . .. ; !ote of confidence, .-Bell !loted. .. cally; Presideni_ FQrd is . u.'0!11 ., 
-. The·. next meet. ~ this .~ ... the.guy~ ~e~ ~f~g. !or.. .. ·Grand Rapids and·.he .has·iwt~ · , 
Saturday at 10:?0 -~n the~fl~. ~im ~ g~ fOl'._lt. I_~~~ one guy_· ,any finan~aid . totheeity."_.-Part- ' ... 
conti:ol chann~l ~hen fiv, m~er-. --¥~~ S~_ow_ ~noug~. gut~.~~ for::.,: of..J~~. city's. ---~uirel!t. .. ~~~~-\: . 
squad.boa~ will compete.ag~nst ,_.Jt._":~Y:_8o.!118'_ !Q:;·lt:~~~ .was·--~::.:,.. < ·''/'. -_;,: __ -~_._._" :· -_:'-< ·.,: ·: _ _.--._,. 
,each c>ther.· ·. ·. -'· . ... · - · ·- :.s.~ymg-,,.'Th~ .~-;~·P•~yers · ..... ·. (Con~mued bn_P:Jg"e·.111 ·~., ·-:--: 
_ .• ___ -___ ·: _____ :.· - · · - · · . ·. :~ -· · -- __ ,_.· ____ -~ _=~ ::~--·:· ~ ?· -.. ·. -. - -... : -._-_-_:_·:: ___ ·i:· .. r ... · ..~_-.·~_. __ ·:.~_-_-_::.~-:_~:·-.:~,\ __ ·::~:_r-< .. ·.'._:.:~_'._-_-~ .. i.:_i __ ~_-_-;~:,:-... :::::_:_:.~_:_-_·::.\_---
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